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Holland City News.
VOL.
She

-NO.

VIII

HOLLAND,

Iti.

MICH.,

Oraaml Swim.

ioltantl (City

Out

VAN PUTTEN G„

General Dealers, in Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provlslons.etc,;River st.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

-

MM,

•

I>OONK H„ Livery and Bale Stable. Office
13 and barn on Market street. EverythingAral-

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’8 BLOCK.

OTTO

.

J.

BY

\TIBBELINK,J.

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
IN' Office of Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

Editor and Publimer.

®
^
...............

bnthel .................f 40

50

Clover

seed, lb

i6

to

class

DOESHURG,

V

Beans, V bushel ...................1 jj
Batter, |t t> .......................
10

Terms of Subscription:

Wago&ankeriaai Blackinlthi.

Honey, .......................
16
Hat, |lton...t.................W to ....
Onions, f bushel .................
S5
Potatoes, f bushel ................
65
nmothy Seed, * bushel ........... to 136
Wool, ¥ ^
.................

to
to

MRS. ALICE I. BANOS.

vast and productive agricultural region,

Jnet where the afternoon shadows fall

extendingfar up into the British posses-

Of three large applatreea grave and tall,
la hidden a blrdanest, to very email
A baby’s band could cover it all.
A few llttieatlcka,some Ills of threada,
A half dozen straws, a snowy shred
Of lamb’s wool, woven Into the rim,
And a feather or two all bound to the limb

sions on one side, and losing itaelf in the

mountains

TERMS OP ADVERTISING:

Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,

Ono

square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three
for ilrst

Mich.

g-iy

ItUTKAU & VAii ZuERKN, New Meat Mar13 ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street.All
kinds of aausagea constantly on hand.

months.
3 M. | 6 M. I 1 T.
1 Square ...........
..............
.............

350

2 "
3 “

5 0»
8 00
10 00
17 00
35 00

U Column ............

i

••

..............
. ............

f/'UlTE.J.,Dealer

5 00 1 8 00
8 00 | 10 i*0
10 00 : 17 00
17 00 | 25 00
25 00 1 40 00
40 00 | 65 no

all kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

IV

in

VAN DER HAAR,

H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.

V

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

BasufActorlM, Billi, Shops, Ite.

IT EALD,

Manufacturerof and Dealer in
Business Cards in City Directory, not ever three
fx Agricultural Implements;commission agent
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub- for Mowing Machines* cor. lOlhA River street.
lished whltotu charge for subscribers.

li. K.,

Minnesotaalone are capable of convening
the larger part of

Bat beautifulnow with the bloom of Miy.
The garden la fall of qnlet cheer—
There are tufta of panalee, growing near,
And great gold dandelion*, wet with dew,
’ *• ereen .....................i 75
Dot the grasa when the day la new ;
Hemlock Bark..
................. ®A oo
Staves, pork, white oak ..............toH> 00
There, greenest of green.growathe velvet grass,
SUves, Tierce,
.............12 00
And as often as ever the breezoa pass,
Heading bolts, softwood ............. ® 2 54
Like a sudden shower of odorous anow,
Hoadlngbolts,hardwood ....................5 75
The blossoms cover the turf below.—
Stave bolts, softwood ........................2 25
Stave bolts,hardwood ....................
3 00
A pretty place you would call It, I know—
Rnilrondtlee .................................
10
Shingles, A ¥ «n ...........................
»*00 And there is the blrd'siest,not ao high
But your hand could reach It, aud In It He
Grain, Food, Etc.
Three little eggs, as blue as the sky.
Wheat, white ¥ bushel ........ new 98
100
On the nest sits a bird, all day, all night,
Corn, shelled « bushel .............35
Oats, ¥ bushel. .................... <3> 37
Never thinking of flying away,
Buckwheat, ¥ bnekcl ............... 40
bhe sees the brown bees go humming by,
Bran, ¥ ton ........................
M 00
And the gay bright butterflies, ioaring high,
Feed. ¥ ton .........................18 00
While her mate site chirruping, full of cheer,
** ¥100 ft ......................
125
Barley. ¥ 100 lb ................... 120
On the topmost bongh of a poplar near,
Middling. ¥ 100 lb ............... 85
And oltcu and often she hears the whir
Flour. ¥100 lb .................. 2 50
Of the blue-bird’swings, yet ahe will not stir;
Pearl Barley, ¥ 100 ft ............. 8 00
4 00
And there she will alt till the smooth sheila
Me&ti, Etc.

VAN

“

©

©

®

MAUELS,
PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
An Z before the Subscriber'sname will donote
of Hugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour
Boef, dressed per
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sig- Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
fork.

I

“

VLRBEEK, H. W.. A

Aif advertising bills collectablequarterly.

CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Plnuiug Mill. All kinds of building material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

Y

$iul $ontL.

VinhMS,

P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combinationPumps. C'orlUtli and Rivet streets.

Tv

Chicago & West Michigan R. R.
I'aken Effect,

Sunday May

Hourv Publici

at
Trains. Holland,
“ Rapids.
“
m.
“
p.m.
Arrive

Real Estate aud Insurance
Agent, Notary Public aud Conveyancer; Cellections made In liollaud aud viclullY.

1.

Leave
Holland,
E 1 40 u. in.

Grand

i

p.m.

3.30

“
“ “
“
“ “
“
“
“ “ *

Rapids. *10.25

rn.
“

a.

10.30

t 10.05 p.m.

New Buffalo
Chicago. J
f

SCIIELVEN, G., Justiceof the i'eace,
Notary Public,Coiivc)ancer,etc. Office,
Van Landegend’sBlock.
Phriieltai

“

A NN1S, T. E., Physician;rosidouce, opposite
1\. S. W. cor. Public Square.

tfc

•
t

1.30 a.

5.15

m.

12.00 “
* 10 45 a.m.
m. | 10.15 p. m.

“

3.25 p.
5.55

8th street.

Y

5.25 a. in.
3.35 p.m.

*0.10

Public, Conveyancer,
and iusuranco Ageut. Office,(,’tlp

VAN

Muskegon, Pentwaler
»fc Big

ALSU, ii., Notary

Store,

f 5.20 “

11.55 a.
t 10.00

a/

>?

A Sil, II. L. Surgeonsand Physicians.Officeat
his residence,Overysel,Mich.

xx

T EDEBOER, B. Physicianand

Surgeon: Office

-Li corner Eleventh aud River street oppesite

Mixed trains,
Daily except Sunday and Monday,

public square.

Daily except Saturday.
T LDEBOER, F, S., Physicianaud Surgeon;
I Mondays only.
office at residence,on Righlb street, ueur Chi.
All other trains daily except Sundays.
&
M. L. b. U. R. crossing.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time which is A) minutes later than Columbus
VfO CULLOCU T1IOS., Physician, Surgeon and
Accoucuer. Office, Vau Putteu’s drugstore,
Holland, Micbigau.
t

ix

Grand Haven. Rail Road.

......................
4

®

O CiiOUTEN, R. A. City Payatcian. Office
First Ward Drug store, Stb street.

............................
8 ft 10
...... 5 (ft 6
Shoulders ......................
4 to 5
Tallow, per ft ...........................4 ift 5
Turkeys. ** .......................... 7 © 9
Chickens, dressed per Ik ................ 6 to &

•*

“

Ham ...................

at

the

.-

Heber Walsh.

It

V

Buckling Arnica Salve,
The best Salve

the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum. Tetter,
Jjwictifji.
Chapped hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all
Attorney*.
kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
I. 0. of o. F.
guarranteedto give perfect satisfactionin
[OWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
HoLLANDCIty Lodge, No. 192,Iudcp<!ndcntOrder
every case or money refunded. Price 25
L Notary Public; River street.
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh
\fC BRIDE, P. U., Attorneyand Counselor at of each week
Holland, Michigan.
lyl Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
River street.
W. Blow, N. G.
-

^

rpEN EYCK,

J.,

^ghtu street *^C°

Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Kouyon

&

l'ulU!U’‘

Banking and Zxehasgr

atreet.
'IT

AN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking aud

All

G. A. Konino, K. S.

Law,

Col-

b0UKht and sold; Klghtn
y.jy

It

in

kinds of Shingles for sale at
G.

F.

product into fiour.

and hard wood, and mines

iron, copper, silver

of

and gol<}. Nature has

provided in abundancetbe elements necessary to tbe support of
tion,

a

great popula-

and the populationis now coming.

It is

only within the

last few

a systematiceffort has

years that

been made to de-

velop this valuable section of tbe nation

al

domain.

The success of the pioneer

settlers has been such as to attract the at-

tention of others seeking homes in the
West, and the stream of immigrationthus
started has suddenly swollen to gigantic

proportions. Last year the

poured

settlers

into Western Minnesota and Eastern Da-

comthousand* As yet only a
the magnificent wheat lands of

kota by thousands;this year they arc
ing

by

tons of

tithe of

the western portion of this State are under
cultivation, and the sod

of

part

of the

greater

Dakota’s fertile prairie is un-

broken. Thcrd

We

its

Its limits Immense for-

Is

and

a steady exodus from

of

this State

and from

other States, of young

publish the men and old men, to the “promised land,”
private letter giv- which, if it does not literallyflow with

have been permitted

following extract from a

to

ing an account of Dr. Carver’sexhibition

milk and honey, does promise an abund-

of his shooting belore the Prince

ant harvest aud a competenceto those

Wales:

"The

of

who are willing to work hard and wait
doctor received a message from patiently.

the Prince of Wales requestinghim to
shoot ou Easter

Monday

Sandringham, which

London.

is

cannot bo doubled, the

It

Miller

remarks

with his rifle at in another connection,that this great ac-

some distance from cession to the wheat growing territoryof

es- the United States will have a marked ingrounds. Soon fluence on the milling Industry of the
after the prineb came out and welcomed country. With an abundant supply of
him most heartily. The prince’s friends breadstuff* prices must rule low, and the
came on the ground to the number of margins in flour manufacturing be small.
about one hundred. The weather was Every effort of inventive skill will be

The secretary of the prince

corted the doctor

to the

not as pleasant as could have been desired. made to cheapen the manufactureand betAll was ready, the prince acting as scorer. ter tbe product.'

The

inevitable result

The trap was sprung. Bangl bangl went must be that the making of wheat into
the trusty rifle. Doctor shot with the pre- flour will be done in largo mills employ-

A Remarkable Result,

ket and Eighth Street.

at

ests of pine

Dr. Carver's Exhibitionbefore the Prince the eastern part
of Walei.

Jr. King’s New Discoveryfor Consumption is cerlaiuly the greatest medical remedy ever placed within the reach of suffering human ify. Thousand of once hopeless sufferers,now loudly proclaim their
praise tor this wonderlul Discovery to
wnich they owe their lives. Not only
does it positivelycure Consumption,but
Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis,Hay
Fever, Hoarsenessand all affectionsof the
Throat, Chest and Lungs yield at once to
its wonderful curative powers as if by
magic. We do not ask you to buy a large
bottle until you know what you are geting. We therefore earnestly request that
you call on your druggist, H. Walsh and
get a trial bottle for ten cents, which will
convince the most skepticalot its wonderful merits, and show you what a regular
one dollar size bottle will do. For sale by

A

H. Attorney and Councelor
corner of River and r.lghth atroets.

embraces within

It

Wisconsin

Y

Divcftnrij.

•

And the downy blrdllnga out of their wake,
Ah! then what Joy, there will be in the nest
And when the time comes I will tell you the rest.

Smoked Meat

makes no differencehow many Physicians,or how much medicine you have
Taken Effect,Sunday, Dec. 8, 1878.
Phstjgnpher.
tried, it is now an established fact that
German Syrup is the only remedy which
Oolaz North.
Oci&ff South.
IT
IGGINS,
B.
P. the leading Photographer.
GalNo. 4. No. 2.
No. 3. No. 1,
STATIONS.
has given complete salistactiooin severe
Xx
lery opposile this office.
p. m,
p. m.
p. m.
a. tn.
cases of Luug Diseases. It is true there
7 50 12 20
Muskoeon,
2 20
7 uO
Sadllen.
are yet thousands of persons who are pre7 10 11 47
Ferryebiirtf,
2 53
7 45
7 00 11 42
Gruud Haven,
2 57
7 55
VTAUPELL, U., Manufacturerof aud dealer :u disposed to Throat and Lung Affections,
t> 15
11 12
Pijrcon,
8 40
3 20
llarueas, Trunks, Buddies auu Wmps; Consumption, Hemorrhages, Asthma, Se5 35 10 41
Holluud,
3 53
9 50
Eighth street.
vere Colds settled on the Breast, Pneu4 55 10 25
Fillmore,
10 -.e
4 17
8 45
9 35
Allegan,
11 45
5 18
monia, Whooping Cough, &e., who have
Tcbaceo iti Cigars.
FRED. H. MAY, Manager.
no personalknowledge of Boschee’sGer
'I''K HOLLER, G. J., Generaldealer in Tobacco,
E. C. Leavknwortu,Gent Freight Agent.
man
Syrup. To such we would say lhat
Cigars, Suuil, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
50,000 dozen were sold last year without
Holland, Mich.
Watcfceiand Jewelry.
oue complaint. Consumptives try just ono
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. K. A
R. R. and L. S. A M. S. for Plain well, Kalamabottle. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by
T
OSLiN
&.
BREVMAN,
Watchmakers,
Jewelers,
r.oo Ft. Wayne. Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
aud dealers iu Faucy Goods; Corner ef Mar- all Druggists in America.

O

TJARKS, W.

break,

4

...................
(ft J

Greatest Remedy Known.

post, HKNKT P.,

25, 1879.

ft

•*

It

producing wheat enough to

supply the world, and the water powers of

“

IYOONE, C., Wholesale Dealer In a!l kinds of
13 Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle.

Montana on the other.

of.

is capable of

•*
“ “

Beat Barkett.

It will Urns be seen that

Of a funny old appletree, crooked and gray,

....

NO. 380.

and west of Minneapolisis s

to the north

%1.50 per year if paid in udcanre; $1. 75 if
Wood, SUtii, Etc,
INIJKEMA J. <b C. Wagon and Blacksmith Cordweod, maple, dry .....................
paid at three luont/m, and fy.uo if
$ j w
IJ
Shop. Morse-shoeingand all kinds ofrepairgreen ................... 2 00
paid at six month.
ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of River.
beach, dry ...................... j uo
JOB I'niNTINO PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

Bay.

Hudson’s

.

Produoi, Etc.
Apples,

Llvirra&i Salt Statin.

WHOLE

1879.

THE BIRD'S NEST.

patktjj.

V

A WBBZLY^EWSPAPEE.

H0LUMCIT7,

SATURDAY,MAY31,

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

cision of machinery as far as ninety, when

ing to bet his friends that Carver

ing immense capital,and that the class of

combined merchant and custom
would mills will become a thing of the past.

the prince desired him to cease, and otter-

small

break one hundred balls without a miss. The present high standing

Some

bets

were ‘booked.’ The

was again poised

in the

rifle flour,

wheat

of spring

which many have thought and some

air. Bang! bang! have hoped* would bo lost with the ex-

aud one hundred glass balls were broken haustion of the Minnesota wheat

fields,

without a miss. The prince and friends will be maintained through the super-

.

were1 surprised at such an exhibitonwith abundant supply of the choicest kinds of

a rifle. After shooting about one hour hard wheat from
several ladies—

members of

household— came on

the

ground

the royal

opened.

the new fields now being

,

to witness

the shooting. They were dressed quite

Marvels of a Florida Sink-Hole.

plain generally in black. Ttiey were ns
Last Thursday it was discovered that a
enthusiastic ns the gentlemen over the ex- sink hole had formed on the telegraph
hibition. Alter the program was finished road between here and Fort Meade, about
the doctor was shown nil through the ten miles from here. The road raa near
grounds then invited into the hall, where about through the centre of the sink,
an elegant dinner was served. The which is about forty feet in diameterand
prince was desirous of learning all about as round as a circle. A pine tree, fully
the Indians, their manners,customs, hunting, etc.,

etc. After dinner ibe prince

re-

seventy

feet high, that stood by the road,

its top is a few feet below
shoot through the the surface of the ground. The sink has
program again, which he did. One of the filled up to within six or seven feet of the

quested the doctor

went down, and

to

prince's sons pulled the trap a portion of surface of the
the time; two littlegirls, daughters of the

ground with

water, out of

which tbe tree-topstands some three

feet.

of Winnamucca There seems to have been a sinking also
ride. Then com- of the surrounding ground for a distance

prince, were on the back

A. X.

If vou wish to buy Candies go to the
(the horse) anxious to
Rzuulab Communication of Unity Lodoe,
City
Bakery and buy the home made CanNo. Ull. F. & A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hull.
mencrd (he greatest fun of the day, the
Holland,Mich., on Wednesdayevening, June dies, and others, which they warrant strict4, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
ly pure and healthy, and in which they coin shooting. You would have laughed
Otto Britxan. W. M.
take the lead iu this city.
to have seen the gentlemen,like a lot of
C.B. Wynne Sec'v.
PESSINK BROS.
boys, hunting for tha "souvenirs”of shot

10-tf

coins. As the doctor was leaving the
prince made him a valuable present. A

of fifty yards all around the margin of the

hole.

The

the sink

is

water which has appeared in

of a deep azure color and very

clear. This

is

not the

first sink that has

occurred in Ibis region, which is noted for
I hereby inform tbe public in genera
and my patients in particular that I have
the number of beautiful lakes, within the
removed my office from the drug store of few days after the shooting we were more last few years, another one having formed
TXE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
J. O. Doesburg to my residence,on Eighth
Iharapoouiug, halr-dyelng,Ac., done at rea
surprised at a further remembrance from a few year* ago, about a mile from this
street, near the Chicago & West Michigan
oonahie rates. Barber ahop next door to the City
the prince at receiving an elegant badge 4ne. On account of the light rainfall
I4_ly '
The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having R. R. track.
in tbe shape of a horse shoe, three gold since last autumn the lakes in that region
F. 8. LEDEBOER, M. D.
settledin the city of Grund Rapids, offers
CsaolulonXirckast.
feathers and crown. The shoe is set with are getting tow, and it issnpposed that
his services as a Physician, Surgeon and AcThe finest lot of Parasols ever brought diamonds, the crown has a ruby, emerald the water support to the vault of some
T)EACH BKO'8, CommissionMerchants, and coucheur to the public at large, and
A3 dealers In Grain. Flour and Produce. High- whereas he pays particular attention to to this town— from the cheapest to the and garnet, with the motto of the prince
subterranean passage from (he nearest
est market urice paid for wheat. Office in Brick
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
•tore cor. Eighty & fish streets, Holland, Mich. i7
highest— can be fonod at
engraved, *Ich Dien,’ accompaniedwith lake being no longer present, the earth
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
D. BERTSCH.
a note expressing the real satisfactionwhich gave way and dropped into the subterranCity of Holland, on Saturday of each week,
Dntllt.
himself and friends experienced at the ean vacuum.— 7 o/apa {Fla.) Tribune.
where he can be consulted during the
Ton Ota B* Hippy.
/^EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon ; residenceand of- day.
shooting at Sandringham."—
Oaten
YJT flee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raaite’s
L. E. BEST, M. D.
If you will stop all Vour extravagant and Palladium.
The tide of immigrationis rapidly
Shoe store.
Grand BAPiDe, Nov. 25 1878.
wrong notions in doctoring yourself and
turning hitherward again. The City of
9ra|i ad Midlclut.
families with expensive doctors or barnBerlin arrived at New York on Saturday
Tht Xtv Xorthmit.
Why do the Pesslnks sell so many dgan f bag, care alls, that do harm always, and
T'kOESBURG, J.O., Dealer Ip Drags and Medilast with 1,100; the Gallia, on Monday,
elnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Phy- Because they keep the most complete stock
In a long review of the condition, prosuse
only
nature's
simple
remedies
for
ail
with
about the eame number. They are
sician’s prescriptions carefully put up : Eighth at. of fine cigar* in this city. They invite
pect#, and possibilitiesof (he vast sod
your
ailments—
you
will
be
wise,
well
and
customers to try their brands, especially
raoetly Scandinavians. The Superintencomparativelyundevelopedcountry lying
that little 5 cent rumble, Clear Havana, as happy, and save great expense. Tbe
dent at New York states that the Ibimi.
famertes. River street.
to the north and west of Minneapolis,
well as the other 85 differentbrands. HMf
greatest remedy for this, the great, wise
gratioo fur May will certainly reach
Minn., the NortJueeitem MMer says that
and good will tell you, Is Hop Bitters— be20,000 and that there has not Ipeen such a
XTAN PUTTEN, Wn., Dealer In Drags, MedlA fresh stock of Candy, just received lieve if. See "Proverbs" in toother col- the Northern Pacific Railroad paste*
elnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
rush for five years. In addition to the
W. VanDen Bbru's Family Medicines; Eighth St.
nearly through the center of tbe finest
L T. KANTER8.
umn.
above vessel*, tbe Welland brought 501;
y^ALS^I HEBER, DruggistA PharmscisL a
wheat region on tbe face of the earth.
the City of Brussels. 079; the Dooao, 459;
The Best, Safest,and Cheapest remedy
iness
Cocoa Nats. Oranges,Lemons, Raisins, Nearly 800 miles forther north another the Britannic, 609K last week. These are
for all affeciionsof the Bladder and Kidgreat trans-continental railway is being very much larger passengerlists than for
furniture.
ncye—Budi as gravel, diabetes, etc,— Is Nats, Figs, Dates, Cove Oysters, Sardines,
constructed, and bar Canadian neighbors the same lime last year. It h claimed
Vf EYER. H. A CO., Dealers In all kinds of Fur- the Genuine Imported Harlem Oil. For Salmon and fresh Compressed Yeast, althat there la Just now an active demand for
even
contemplatebuilding a railroad bar
IYI nltnre,CurUlns,Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, sale at J. O. Doeshurc’sDrug store only. ways fresh and first-class,at
larm laborers in the Middle States. Few
Picture Frames,etc. : River street.
Price 25 cts. per
C— 13 w
- PESSINK BROS. idg its northern terminus on the shores of go South.
Barberi.

U

Hotel.

, NOTICE.

Mw

U

Y

butile.

10-tf

eel comedy. Lester Wallack has
haps, in this country.

tws.

A

CITY.

oommitted in the town of Kewaskum. Wis., a
brains ont of a six weeks’ did child by koocking
its head against a wall and enttingthe scalp

MICHIGAN.

open with a picture-frame. The murderer
was insana

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,
THE EAST.
A large number of people gathered
at Niagara Ms the other daytowitoeee Harmon Peer in

the performance of hie

jump from

Mb

... .Frank Dickerson, convicted at
Janesville,Wis., of the murderer George Mack,
has been sentencedto a life term in the penitentiary. Mrs. Mack, the wife of the murdered
man, has alreadybeen convictedof complicity
in the crime.... The assignee of ArchbiHhop
Purcell, of Cincinuati, has filed a schedule of
assets and liabilitiesof the Archbishop and
brother, Edward PuroelL The total amount
of the claima ia 13,037,651.49.
The assets,
total, are •1,181,569.47, of which amount MIS,536.28 is classed as doubtful or worthless.

the new soapenrion bridge at the
into the
rirer. In the oenter of toe bridge, from which
point he jumped, or rather let go, was a little
Zeigenmeyer,
murwindlass having a cylinder about six inches in
diameter,on which was wound about 220 feet dered an Irishmannamed Gnmbleton in Chiof very light obpper wire, fastened to hie body cago, eight or nine years ago, threw his body

who

Alfred

in Buch

a

manner aa to keep hie body

in the lake, and took possession of his property,
in an uprightposition during the descent withpersonating his victim at the bank ana elseout in any degree impeding his progress. Conwhere with great ingenuity, died iu the Joliet
siderable excitement was manifested by the
penitentiary a few days ago, protestinghia inlargo crowds assembled along the tope of the
nocence of the murder to the last
banka on either side of the river as Peer climbed
An examination of the books and paover the railing of the bridge preparatory to
deepen ding. But this was greatly intensified pers of the lately suspendedBroadway Savwhen he hung only by his hands to the very
bottom timbersof the structure, with nothing ings Bank, in St Louis, reveals a condition of
between him and the river below, a distance of rottennessthat is absolutely shockiug. By
exactly 106 feet He suddenly loosed his hold f&lso accountsthe institution has been robbed
amid cries of " Oh ! oh ! * from the spectators, of nearly •300,000 by the cashier, Philip
quickly placed his hands nnder his arms, in Kriegor. Jr., son of the Presideutof the bank.
which petition they remained during his peril- While Krieger has been systematically plunderous trip, which lasted but four seconds. He struck ing, the bank has been declaring 10 per oent
the water with a thud and a splash, distinctly dmdeuds semi-annually,and the stock has
andible on the tops of the banks, and disap- been away above par.
(

peared under the water, remaining out of sigut
for as much as ten seconds. He was not in the
least injuredby the perilous leap.

Judge

Asa.

Packard died one

of the

POLITICAL.
The Iowa Democratic State Convention was held at Council Bluffs

May

21, 476 del-

at

the residence of Mrs. Yillard, his daughter, in

New
'

letterto the Chairman of the Ohio Republican

Committee, announcing that he cannot be a

on the 24th of May. The candidate for the Governorship. Ho says he
would bo proud of the honor, but cannot abandeath was nervous prostration, con- don the financialwork be has undertaken.

York

city,

cause of
sequent upon paralysis of the bladderand kidney trouble of long standing. The remains
were removed to Boston for interment

Mr. Garrison was born in Newburyport
Mass., in 1804, and was therefore 75 years old ;
began to write for the press when ISjrears old,
heme then an apprenticein the office of the

trongly ---within the past decade.”

^een

.

and Italy, and the price of silk is advancing in
European markets.

A State Convention of the ProhibiMay 21. The followingticket was nominated:
For Governor, Ryland T. Brown, of Marion
county; LieutenantGovernor, the Rev. J. Y. R.
Monroe county; Secretary of State,

Thebe

.

swimming match

__

I

in

The

.

.

twelve men, on the Atlantic coast

.

.

a

Chilian trader, and five of the crew....
Sir Garnet Wolsoloy has been appointedSupreme Military and Civil Commanaer of Natal,
Transvaal and adjacent districts that are included in the wide extent of territorynow
known as the seat of war in South Africa

Burned : The Flaven Printing Company’s establishment,
St Louis, Mo., loss •35,dwellings and shops in

Clinton, Iowa, loss, •150,000to •200,000; the
flouring mills of It P. Beattie, at Davenport,
Iowa, loss, •100,000.

Three murderers were

A London
petitors iu

Y., while

and Walter Swan were crossing the Niagara
river in a small boat, they were drawn into the
eddy, the boat upset and both were drowned.

THE SOUTH.
William G. Stone ex-City Treasurer
of Newport, Ky., has been convictedof omit-,
ting to

make

correct returns,

WASHINGTON.

John King

dispatch says the comthe match for the walking champ-

It was resolved by the Ways and

shall be

Congress.

Archbishop Purcell has been sued
Bank, of

for $22,000 by the Lafayette

Cincinnati.

Mr. Ross has visited over 600 lost
whom were believed to

children, all of

be Charley.

Senator Matt Carpenter will remain
in Florida, studying his health, for a
month or two.
Senators Hill, of Colorado,and Anthony, of Rhode Island, were educated
at Brown University.

Widow Oliver has engaged a newlawyer to carry up and on her suit
against Simon Cameron.
Senators VooRHEE8,of Indiana, and
Booth, of California, graduated from
Asbury (Ind.) University.
If Cardinal Newman outlives the
present incumbent, it is believed that
he will be the next Pope.

Mr. Charles H. Pulham, for many
New York Times,
has just died in New York city.
years city editor of the

pnt

a final

vote on the measure. The

In the Senate, on the 22d, Mr. McDonald obat this session consider any
or joint resolutions affecting the revenues, tained leave to Introducehis bill regulating the
and that all snch measuresshall be laid over Use of tne army, aud Messrs. McDonald, Wallace
until the regular session.”
and Edmunds gave notice of their intention

committee “will not

bills

and sentencedto

ship

at a cost of

million-

monster

nearly $5,000,000.

West Point has three graduates in
the Senate— Burnside,of Rhode Island;
Carpenter, of Wisconsin, and Maxey, of
Texas.

fame, is estimated at from $5,000,000

Senator

son

same

*

more money
Tennvson could by

writing poetry a

month.

of marriages in France
decreased from 300,427 in 1875 to 291,366 in 1876, and to 279,094 in 1877.
FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
During the same period there was a
[extra SJ8HI0N.]
considerabledecreasein the number of
The House devoted another day to the con. deaths, and a large increase in the num^derationof the Warner Silver bill, on the 21nt,
ber of births.
Senate was not in session.

Mr. Winans, the American
aire, is building in the Clyde a

11. The joint meeting shall not bo dissolved
until the count shall be completed. No recess to $15,000,000.
can be taken except npon a question arising
Kernan’s eldest
has
nnder this act, in which case either boose actgone abroad to study for the priesthood
ing separately may direct a recess of snch house
institution at which Gen.
not beyond the next day, but if theoonnt benot at the
completed before the fifth day after the first Sherman’s son Thomas is a student.
meeting no further or other recess shall be
Tennyson got $1,800 for his poem
taken by either house.
12. Sections 131, 135, 136, 140, 141, 142, 147, “The Defense of Lucknow,” but Parole^
148, and 149 of the Revised Statutes are reearns
in one race than’
pealed.

The number

Means Committee of the House of Representa- without reaching
tives, at a meeting held the other day, that the

Senator Edmunds will take his famEurope after the adjournment of

ily to

jectionseach Senator or Representativemay
The property of the late Hon. Asa
speak five minutes, and once only, and after
two hours of such debate the main question Packer, of Pennsylvania coal-and-iron

INTERESTING STATISTICS.

executed,on

Friday, the 23d inst, namely: A wife-mur-

drunken fishermau named Walker was carried
derer named Shelly, at Blacksbe&r,Ga. ; Abraover Niagara falls last week. He stood up in
his boat twice to take a drink out of a bottle of ham W. Ford, at Lake Charles,La., for the
whisky, and in another instant bottle,boat and murder of Dr. Bazo, and Indian Jack, for killing a Chinaman, at Shasta, C&l
man shared the same fate.

At Lewiston, N.

town, Ky.

.

more money in fast living than he oonld afford,

.

meet

4. If the certificateis not received by the
has been an engagement be- Presidentof tbe Senate on or berore the second
tween Turkish troops and insurgentsin Thes- Monday in January, he mast notify the Secresaly. The Turks lost 450 killed and wounded, tory of State forthwith, and he shall send a
and the insurgents seventy,including their special message to the District Judge for the
leader. . .Pierre Jules Meno, French sculptor, certificatedepositedwith him.
5. Controversies
as to the electoral votes in
ia dead.
any State may be passed upon by its highest
Five of the Thames bridges, namely, judicial tribunal, who shall send its derision
the Lambeth, Vauxhall, Albert, Batterseaand under seal to the President of the Senate.
6. Both honsee of Congress shall meet on
Chelsea, have been freed from tolls, leaving
the seoond Monday in Fobruaiy next after the
only three toll- bridges within the area of Lon- meeting of the electors.The President of the
don, all of them west of Battersea. These Senate shall preside. Two tellersshall be apwill also be freed shortly. . .Queen Victoria cel- pointed by the Senate and two by tho House.
ebrated her 00th birthday on Sunday. May 25.
7. The Presidentof the Senate shall open all
The day r was
----------------- -observed as a 0general
holiday the certificateeand the votes shall be counted
throughout Great Britain and the colonies.
by the two houses in alphabeticalorder of the
In a six-days’
at States as certified, unless rejected by both
houses. If there be a controversyin any State
London, Capt Webb won the first prize. . .The
ami a certifieddecision of it by ite highest juelection from Limerick,Ireland, to fill tho Par- dicialtribunal, the electoral votes of tho State
liamentaryvacancy caused by tho death of the shall he counted iu accordance therewith, unless the decision he reversed by both houses. If
late Dr. Butt, res lulled
_______
___ election
_______ __
___
in the
of Gabbelt, the Home-rule candidate ____ The British there be a controversyand no such judicial decontested votes
shall not be counted
---------------------in Zululand have begun an advance movement cision, the
....In the latest reported case of village unless both houses concur therein. If there be
burning
Russia, nearly 200 houses a conflictingjudicial decision or conflicting cerwere destroyed.
Nihilistsare sus- tifleates, tho decision or certificateheld by both
pected of tho incendiary job, of course, houses to be given by the proper authoritv shall
and a number of them have been arrested. . be conclusiveunless rejected by both houses.
8. The tellersshall make & list of the votes as
The diplomatic relations of France and England have not been more unfriendlysince the counted,and tho President of the Senate shall
wars of the Great Napoleon than they are at announce the result. And said announcement,
the present moment, and, singularlyenough, with a list of the votes, shall be enteredupon
the o'
old Egyptian sore is tho oce which has been the journalof each house.
9. On opening any certificatethe President of
picked open. . .Of the fourteenNihilistsconrtmartialed at Kieff, in Russia, two, including the Senate shall call for objections. Objections
Herr Brantner, a
_______
Prussian subject, have been must be in writing,brief, without argument,
sentencedto be shot, and ten others sentenced and signed by one Senatorand one Representato various terms of penal servitude. Among tive. Objections shall be decidedseparately by
the latterthree women were sentenced for fif- each house, the Senate withdrawing.During
the meeting of the two houses the presiding
teen years each.
officershall have power to preserve order, ana
The British India Steam Navigation no debate shall be allowed.
Company's steamer Ava, from Calcuttafor
10. In separate meetings decide upon ob-

The Gloucester fishing schooner Ida mentions the loes of a vessel, on
board of which were the English Vice
E. Baker has been lost, with her crew of Consul. Mr. Dunsmore,two other foreigners,

number of

forthwithto the Judge of the districtin which

they

.

tion party of Indiana was held at Indianapolis,

000; a large

Ex-Senator Conover, of Florida,
who wanted a foreign mission, has accepted the position of Inspectorof Customs along the Florida coast at a salary
of $4 a day.

Mr. James M. Sutherland, more

known to the public as SenaHart, the minstrel, is giving
There are 50,000,000 acres of land in gospel temperancelectures to large auCalifornia fit for cultivation, but not diences in New York.
over 5,000,000 are in actual use for that
Old Harrison Davis, from Davis’
purpose, and not over 8,000,000are in- Bend, Miss., wno waa over 70, fell sick
closed. Over 20,000,000 acres are held at Lawrence, Kan., the other day. He
by land rings or individualmonopolists
was one of the searchersfor the promfor speculative pm poses, in tracts of
ised land. He refused medical aid, say125.000 to 300,000 acres.
ing: “Why, bless you, children, de
familiarly
tor

Bob

It ia stated on the beat authoritythat speak thereon.The bill to prevent the Introduction of contagious diseases was discussed at great
Secretary of War McCrary will be appointedby
length, without action. - In the House,
the Presidentas the successor of United States
there was anotherwarm day’s work on the Wsrner
CircuitJudge Dillon, who will shortly resign Silver bill. The bill to amend the laws relatingto
The average price paid per day for Lord has smiled on me, and I’ll close
Rich deposits of silver have been dis- his seat on the bench for the purpose of ac- the transferof cqaes from State to Federalcourts
convict labor is as follows : In Iowa, dese ole eyes in de land ob promise,”
covered at Brownwood, Tex., 120 miles south- cepting a position in the Colombia Law School, was taken up. but the Republicans refused to vote
ou the demand for the previous question, thereby 43 cents; New York, 34; Indiana, 45; and, with a “Bress de Lamb,” the light
west of Dallas, and there is a great rush to the of New York.
blocking business.
Nebraska, 95 to 40; Kansas, 45; Michi- left his kindly old face and his days
new
,
The House committee on the state of
The Senate, on the 23d, passed the bill to gan, 40; Maryland, 40; Illinois,40; were ended in the happy land he had
It the Calcasieu river, a little below the law respecting the ascertainment and preventthe Introduction of contagious diseases,
West Virginia, 25; Missouri, 40; Ver- sought in Kansas.
Lake Charles, during a thunder-storm,a whirl- declarationof the result of the election of by a vote of 84 yeas to 12 nays. The bill making
mont, 35 ; Rhode Island, 40 ; Connectiwind struck the small mail propeller Kamos, Presidentand Vice Presidenthave agreed upon subsidiary coins exchangeable for lawful money of
cut, 40, Ohio, 45J; Pennsylvania, 40;
THE MAUKETS.
capsizing it, and causing it to sink instantly. a bill and authorized RepresentativeBicknell, the United States,and to make such coins legal
Minnesota,
40; California, 45 and 50.
There were six passengers on board, all of Chairman, to report it to the House with the tender In sums up to #20, was ^disNEW YORK.
The House concurredin the amendwhom were drowned on account of their being approvalof the committee.The bill provides, cussed.
During the seventeen years ending
#8 00 @10 00
nn&ble to swim. The Captain and engineer in effect,that in case of any contest between ments to the Legislative Appropriationbill, after with Sept. 30, 1878, there were exported Becteb ...........................
Hoor ..............................
3 80 @ 4 00
different sets of electors in 'any State, the Su- which the Warner Silver bill was taken up and disescaped by swimming ashore.
Cotton
.............
13 @| 18^
preme Court of that State shall decide between cussed all day, and all night until 8 o'clock in the from the United States 2,314,304,530
FLouH-Rnporflno.................
3 25 <gi 8 75
Kentucky vendettas: The Under- them, and the decision shall te final unless it morning of the 24th.
gallons of petroleum, valued at $489,- Wheat-No. 2 .....................
1 03 (a) 1 18^
The long contest over the Warner Silver 366,893. The smallest shipment was Cohn— Wentern Mixed .............44
wood war has again broken out in Carter coun- shall be overturned by the concurrentaction of
4«
both houses of Congress.
Coinage bill was ended on the 24th, and the
Oats— Mixed ...................... 34
35^
ty. Elva Uaderwood, while peacefully at work
in 1863, 155,874 gallons;the largest in
WfBtem ......................
«1
in his field, was shot from an ambush. The
The President has appointed Eugene measure was pused by 114 yeas to 97 nays. The 1878, 338,841,303 gallons, the product Rye—
Pork— Mbm .......................
9 0(1 &1G 25
adherentsof the rival factions are arming, and Schuyler, of New York, Consul General at Republicansand Greenbackera who voted “aye”
(i}^
sold abroad the latter year aggregating Lard .............................
it is feared there'will be a fearful amount of
were: Mesars.Bclford. Cannon, Daggett, De La
CHICAGO.
bloodshed. Farmers, afraid of becoming the Rome. Consuls— Judeon A. Lewis, of Sierra Matyr, Ford, Fort, Gillette, Ladd, Marsh, Martin $46,574,974in value.
Ekevxb— Choice Graded Sieeni....4 75 @ 5 15
victim of some assassin’s ball, are forsaking Leone, at that place; Wilson King of PennsylCows and Heifers ........3 00 @4 25
The United States produced 50,000,(N. C.), Murch, Russell (N. C.), Stevenson, Weaver,
vania,
at
Birmingham;
William
F.
Grinnell,
of
Medium to Fair ........4 40 @4 55
their fields. In Breathitt connty, Andrew Car000
tons
of
coal
in
1877
in
a
coal
area
of
and
Yokum.
The
Democrats
aud
Greenbackera
Hoob
..............................
2 80 @ 8 65
penter, while peacefullyat work in his own New York, at Bremen; Alexander McLean, of
voting “no ^ were: Messrs.Bliss.Covert, Dens- 192.000 square miles. Germany, with a Floub- Fancy White Winter Ex. . 5 60 @1 6 00
yard, was shot by an unknown party in ambush. New Jersey, at Guayaquil
ter, Hurd, Jones, Morrison, Muller. Poehler, aud F.
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 8 75 @) 4 60
Fears are entertainedthere that this is bnt the
coal area of 1,770 square miles, produced Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............1 02 @ 1 03
circular from the Treasury De- Wood. — The Senate wss not in aea-iou.
forerunnerof more bloodshed.
No. 8 Spring .............82
S4
partment notifies holders of called bonds maThe bill reported by Mr. Bayard, to provide about the same amount, abd Great Britgo
hardware establishmentof turing before the 1st of July that they may re- for an exchange of subtidlary coins for lawful ain, &tb a coal area of 11,900 square Cohn— No. 2 .......................35
Oats— No. 2....> ................... 80
81
M. Schwarts A Bro., on Magazine street,New
62
ceive payment of principal and interest to date money, and making snch coins a legal tender in miles, produced in the same year about Rtk— No. 2.. 7 .....................
Orleans, has been burped. Loss, •100, 00U.
Barley— No. 2 .................... «
GO
at once, by sendingthem to the Secretary. This
•urns not exceeding $20, was taken up on the Sfith, 135,000,000 tons. Of the 50,000,000
Butteb— Choice Creamery ........ 1G
17
THE WEST.
offer is made as an indneement to holders to and Mr. Edmunds spoke against the bill. When tons produced in the coal area of the Eoos— Fresh ..........
9
9^
get this class of bonds out of the way, so that
Pork—
Mets
........
..............
9
50
@
9
65
Mr.
Edmunds
concluded,
consideration
began
of
United
States,
Kentucky
furnished
v Reports from Indian Territoryrep- the whole force of the department may be able
Lard ..............................
0J4
the bill heretofore introducedby Mr. McDonald, 900.000 tons, an increase of about 750,resent that the Choctawsand Chickasaws are to rive Its attentionafter the 1st of Jnlv to
MILWAUKEE.
authorizing the employment of tbe militia and
Wheat— No. 1 .....................
1 00^0 J
arming themselvesto resist the threatened bonds called in for that month, which include land and naval forcesIn certaincases, and to repeal 000 tons in ten years.
No.2 .....................
1 00 CM «
the enormous amount representedby the great
tbe Electionlaws, and Mr. McDonald addressed tbe
Think of it— in 1878 the value of the Corn— No. 2 ............... .......
80
syndicate purchise of refunding 4 per cents.
Senate in aupport of his measure. Tbe bill relabuttons and button materials imported Oatb-No. S ....................... 30 & 1 81
The circular
intimates that the hng
' ' of‘ re- ---nuge job
tive to the (ransiiortaiionof live stock was disRye— No. 1 ........................ W
51
deeming the July bonds will not be Interrupted cuaaed.
into this country was $3,862,085. If Bauleyt-No.2.....
The Honsssrasnot in aession.
........ IK)
61
left quite a large fortune.
to pay for bond* called »t an earlier date, if
ST. LOUIS.
^ 4
The proowdingBlin Congress wore not spe- they cost a cent apiece, as they probably
The Broadway Savings Bank, in St. this notice is not heeded tiy holders.
Wheat-No. 8 Red FaU ............ 1 1* 3 1 12
cially interestingonjbe 27th, ult. In the Senate. didn’t, that would he 336,208,500 but.
Ixmia, has suspended. . .The menagerie estabA bloody tragedy was enacted near Mr. McDonald asked leave to presentthe petition tons, besides which many millions more Corn— Mixed ......................
lishmentowned by J. M. French, near Detroit, Winchester*Ind. , the ottipr day. Whfie fanner and memorial of the ex-soldiers and' sailors of
are made in this country. Who won^
wu destroyedby fire last week. The elephant John H. Lewis and hirf 4bh were opening a Providence, protesting against violations of the ders that the women of America are Pork— Mess... ..... ............. ®
Sultan, five Hons, a zebra, leopard, stag, and
CINCINNATI. „
reform, especiallyIn relation to the
ditch, they were ordered, to stop by their neigh- civil-service
sad, with so many buttons to be sewed
many other valuable animals vrere cremated.
W HUT.
WJ 41 . •'}* •
It"
^
bors, John Lumpkins and two sons. A quarrel appointmentof custom qffioerainProvidence, and
on every year? The man who has been CotoT;........»i.'.*«** ..............
“jl
After numerous failures, arrange- ensued,in which Lumpkins’ eldectson was shot alleginginterferenceby Federal offlcers In elections.
asking where all the pins go 'to mar
By* ................ ............... o*', 5*
ments have been finally completed to rebuild ^and instantlykilled, the youngest son and The petition, after a spirited debate, went over,
father receiving severe injuries.Young Lewis f on objection. The bill relatingto toe transporta- change the questionAnd ask where all Pork— Mess./.............
9
the Southern Hotel in St..Louis,which was
was fatally injuredby being struck oo the head tion of cattle waa then taken up. Mr. Edmunds the buttons go to.
Lard ..........
.....
TOLEDO.
burned down two or three years ago. Thomas with a brick.
said this was a subject of general legislation, and
Wheat — Amber Michigan.. 1 09 0 1 10
not one contemplated In the convening of the extra
The President has nominated J. W. session. He moved that It be postponed unWithin an ice of Death.
No. I Bed ................1 U (Ml*
Oorn-No.* ....................... 22
22*
Craycrof:, of West Virginia, United States At- til the first Monday 'in December 1 .next.
Col.
Gilmor,
in
relating
the
story
of
Qat^-No. 2 ........ .. .
..... 82
88
The motion waa agreed to.-— -In the Route,
’rith *
torney for Idaho . v .The Secretary of War has the morning-hourwas fritteredaway by nitbuater- a fight in which he figured, says, in his
DETROIT.
ing
motious
of
thsRepublicans
to
prevent
Fiona—
Choice
.......
.............
5
00
@6
50
Manager Haverly seems to be in ordered the payment of the •500,000 claimed
‘Tour Years in the Saddle
“ Turning
action on th ' bill relativeto the removal of casea
Wheat-No. 1 White..., .......... 1 Cfl @107
no danger of making a losing venture of his by Capt Eads to be due under his from State to Federal courts. The bill to prevent half around in my saddle to call on
No. 1 Amber ....... ..... 1 061*® x 07
contract, notwithstanding
the slight fill- tbe introduction of contagions or Infectious disCorn— No.l ..... ..............
41
48
engagementof Letter Wallack, notwithstanding
ing
the • Mississippi river eases into the United Stateswaa then taken up and men, I received a sudden shock, and OATS-Mixed .......... . .......... 8i
84
he lergesom guaranteed,if the houses he above the jetties. ... .An Associated Frees passed lo precisely the shape it came from the felt deadly sick, and at the same instant Barley (per cental) ...............
90 @ 1 50
draws in Chicago are any criterion. This week telegram from Washingtonsays: “In addi- Senate.Tho Way* and Means Committee reported
Pork— Mess..'. ..... . .............. .. .. @10 25
Bobertoona charmiog comedy of - Ours,” and tion to the flatteringreperts from every part of Fernando Wood's resolution,fixing the day of ad- saw a man trail his gun and ran ofC I
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
killed him before he got three steps. Cattle— Best .....................
Mr. Wa lk’s own pUy, “Roeedale," are the country establishingthe fact of a general journment for June 1C.
5 26 @ 6 60
bUled, after which he starts immediately for revival of our agricultural and business interFair .....................
4 60 @ 6 00 w
His ball passed through two coats and
Common ................4 10 @ 4 80
San Francisco. The support of the star is de- ests, comes the cheering intelligence from our
Four watohes were found recentlyin stuck in a pack of cards in my left sideHooe ..............................60 @ 3 80
senrmg of special commendation, while in gen- Consular represeutatiresabroad to the effect
the stomach of a Florida alligator.
pocket They were quite new, thei Shxep .............................
>75 @ 4 20
one year in the penitentiary.A motion was
made for a new tnal, awaitingwhich the prisoner was lodged in jail
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mission business in Boston, and, spending
conspiracy with Stetson, his chief
clerk, to destroy the booksofter orderinglarge
quantitiesof goods, and surreptitioualy disposing of them. He has just been tried and
sentencedto two years’ imprisonment . .The
new St. Patrick’s Cathedral in New York, the
largest and finest church edificein the country,
was dedicated with imposing ceremoniesMay 25.
..... A fire in Brooklyn,N. Y. . last week, destroyed
upward of •750,000 worth of property.... A

—

.w.~,

.

.

Abraham Snainhawer,of Greene county ; London, was sunk in collision with another
Treasurer, William 8. Hubbard, of Marion
connty; Auditor, Jeremiah Leiter, of Fulton vessel, and sixty-six of the crew and four passengerswere drowned. The Ava was an iron
county.
screw steamer of 2,600 tons, built in 1873 ____ A
GENERAL.
letter from Punta Arenas, Costa Rica,

a

ElQUfH)
House Hi.
BUI.

^

ator, an anti-slavery paper, in 1831 ; in 1882 organiied the New England Anti-SlaverySociety,
and in 1843 was chosen as its President, a position which he occnpied until the close of the
late civil war.

enteredinto

the

f

Miller, of

in the shoe-com-

w* Neww

—
Monroe,

Newburyport Herald; establishedthe Liber-

Frank Paige wan

THE ELECroitAL TOTE.

*
rUFAJMunnv of
Provisions

.

wealthiestmen in America, and his will con- egates being in attendance. Gen. A. C. Dodge
tains heavy bequests that prove him to have presided. H. H. Trimble, of Davis connty,
been a sincere friend of edneationand charity. was nominated for Governor; J. O. Yeoman,
Lehigh University gets an endowment of of Webster county,for LieutenantGovernor; It
•imnOU, besides #500,000 for a library; E. Noble, of Clayton county, for Supreme
•900,000 goes to St Lake’s Hospital •30,- Judge, and Irwin Baker, of Warren connty,for
000 to St Mark’s Episcopal Church, Mauch Superintendent of Public Instruction.’ The
Chunk, besides other bequests not yet made resolutions denounce the Republican party and
indorse the course of the Democrats in Congress
pnblic.
in insisting upon the repeal of the laws authorEdward Reinhardt has been con- izing the use of troops at elections; favor the
victed of murder in the first degree at Staple- substitutionof United States treasury notes
ton, Staten Island, N. Y., for the murder of for national-banknotes, and of the abolition of
national banks as banks of issue, and favor
Annie Degnan, in July last It will be rememfree and unlimited coinageof the silver dollar
bered that the body of Miss Degnan was found
of 4123^ grains.
In a barrel, and the case caused great exciteSecretary Sherman has written a
ment at the time.

William Lloyd Garrison died

wrapper not even having been broken
open. The suits were each distinct
he bullet passed through all, stopping
foreign.
The following are the principal featat the last card, which was the ace of
A cable dispatch announces that the ures
-----— to
.v, the
— count
res of the Dill
in relation
spades.”
Sho-wae-cae-mette Boat Club, of
ueeu
of the electoral vote, which uuo
has been
Mich., who made so good a record at Henley prepared by the House Committee on
PERSONALS.
h81 ye%b7
rom ®?t6rin&& Ascertainingthe Vote for President and
the great English race this year. The reason
Cardinal Newman is 85 years of age,
assigned is that the members of the Sho-wae- Vice President. The bill is entitled “A
bill
to
amend
sundry
provisions
of
cae-mette crew
have been Mswvuaajjjvv
mechanicsvsa
or aaa
arti— ** —
sans, and are; therefore, not entitled' t* rank as chapter 1 of the Revised Statutesof the
. Prince Alexander, of Bulgaria, is
“ gentlemen amkteUrs.”Tife real reason for
United States relating to Presidential described as an effeminateyouth of 22.
the exclusion, of course, is the certainty that
the “Shoes,” if admitted to participation, elections and to provide for and reguSenator Lamar, of Mississippi, is a
would bring home from Henley some late the counting of votes for President
of the most valuable of the prizea.... and Vice President, and the decision of graduate from Emoiy College, Georgia.
Among the stipulations of the treatv between questionsarising thereon.” It provides
Phil Tieman, a well-known billiardist
India and Afghanistan is tbe cession or Ali
of the olden time, died, in OincuraatL
substantially:
Kheyl (the Pei war pass), Lundi Kbotal (the
Khyber pats), and the Piaheen valley beyond L Electors of Presidentand Vice President
William H. Vanderbilt has paid
Quetta. The British will restore Oan- are to be appointedin each State on the Tues- $700 for a dozen and a half of dessert
day next after the first Monday in November.
dahar and Jellalabad, and ultimately Dakka.
plates.
News is received from China that President 2. They shall vote by ballot on the first MonHayea’ veto of the Chinese bill was receivedat dav in Decembernext after their appointment • Mr^. Laura Fair is to lecture in New
8. They shall make three certificates,
one of
with unmixed pleasure, and it is hinted
Orleans for the benefit of the poor of
that, had the bill become a law, the Chinese them to be deliveredto the President of the
the city.
Senate
by
a
special
messenger
before
the
second
Government would have adopted retaliatory
measures....Bad weather has caused a groat Monday in January, another to be sent to him
Senator Garland, of Arkansas, is a
destruction of silk worms in Southern France by mail f rthwith, and tho third to be delivered
graduate of St Mary’s College, Bar da-

-----

horrible murder was recently

farmer named Nicholas Altonhoferbeating the
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MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.
Tubbdat, M&y 20. —Smut*. —The following
wera passed: fo proride for the osro,

bills

maintenance and recoveryof the insane ; relative to care of personsinsane at the expiration
'of their term of sentence at any of the penal
inBtitations of the State, or the Detroit House

of Correction;to provide for charging
out and for transferring unexpended nal•

ancea of appropriations;to provide for
incorporation of Baptist ohnrohei; to
amend the law relative to nighwieys;to pro-

fthe

a certain sum of money from the generalfund
to the fnnd providedfor the support of the Asylum for the Insane at Kalamazoo; to meet a deficiency incurred in the oare of certain insane
soldiers of this State; to enlarge and define the
duties of the State Board of Education; making an appropriationof • 8,(500for the State
House of Correction and Reformatory at Ionia;
to providefor the building and tarnishing a
residence for the Governor....A joint resolution was passed to amend section 12 of article
18 of the constitution of the State, relative to
penal fines; ajso* concurrent rosolntionasking that the United States land offices be located within the territory in which Government lands are sitnated.

vide for the incofpoiatioB of State detective associations; relative to reorganizationof the
State military forces; re’ ah ve to disorderly perHouse.— All of the day was consumed in
sons ; to prevent the destructionand exporta- committee of the whole. . .The bill piohibiting
tion of deer? relative to creating a soldiers’
fund fcr disabled Michigan soldiers,sailors, the throwingof sawdust and slops in streams
mariim and Michigan men who served in the was debated at length and finally tabled.
late wkr in other States; concerning churches
Satueday, May 24.— Senate— Bills wer
.

passed

: Relative to

the limitation of actions

amend act which
Tabor tmd eervieee upon

relating to real property;to

.

House.— The

following bills wore passed:

To

reduce the toll on tho Bay City, V&ssar and
Watrousville plank road; to provide for the
safety of persons attendingpublic assemblies;
to provide for the collection of the social statistics, and to provide for the publication of said
statistics, together with the statistics
to be taken
by the United States in the year 1880: to provide for an appropriationfor the publishingof
the proceedings of the annual meeting of the
Michigan Superintendents of the Poor for
the years 1879 and 1880 of 1200; making an appronmtionfor the Board of Fish Commissionersror the years 1879 and 1880 of 115.500; to

provide for the preparation,publicationand
distribntion of a legislativemanual ..... A joint
resolution was passed to amend section 12, of
Article 18 of the constitution of the State, relat»ve to penal tinea ..... The Senate Liquor Tax
bffl was killed.

Thursday, May

22.— Senate.—

The follow-

ing bills were passed: To prevent the catching
killing of fish in Long lake, Kalkaska
county;to amend the law providingfor a Municipal Court, to bo hereafter called the Superior
Court, in tho city of Detroit; to vacate the
township of Sherman, in the county of Wex-

and

ford, and to incorporate the territory within the

adjoiningtownships of Springville, Antioch,
Hanover and Wexford, in Wexford county; to
amend the laws relative to the Detroit House of
Correction

House —Tito following bills were passed: To
amend the law to require supervisors, directors
and overseers to make certain annual reports to
the county departments of the poor; to protect
the people of the State from impositionand

Friday, May 2a— Senate.— The following
were passed: To detach certain territory
. from the townships'of Colombia and Akron,
bills

Te-Day.

f

Guide qr to-day.O! loving Care,
BhleldinK our dangerousway.
The white miat binda the aky oVrhead.
The gulf beaide ia deep and dread,
Oar conn# a maze, our path a thread.
Guide ns, Love's dearest care;
Guide ns this day.
Guide ns to-dsy,sweet soul of Peace,
Making meu* haarta obey.
Our naked breastsbleed st a wound,
Oppressionbows us to the ’ground,
Our hearts faint at a cruel sound.
Kind, calm, consoling Peace,
Guide us this day.

•

•

SOME TYPICAL OCCURRENCES.

it

the hearts and transforming the lives of

Elias Hampton was so particular in
buying a revolver in a Buffalo store
that the clerk inquired, for what purpose he wanted it. “I am going to
shoot my father-in-law and brother-inlaw,” he replied. The clerk thought he
was joking, bnt he wasn’t, for before
night he had lodged

a bullet in

each of

those relatives.

men wherever it

comes, and lighting
A fisherman fell into the water at
earthly state Little Falls, Minn., and, on getting ont,
with hope of a glorious immortality.— hung all his clothes over a fire to dry.
Dr. Landels.
They were ignited and entirely con-

up the darkness of the

Guide ua to-day, 0 1 tender Grace.
From zenith,shadowsstray;
A sad, deep murmur haunts the aea;
The summer withers*«nd the free,
Fresh wind has sighs of mystery.
Guide us. Ol tender
Guide us to-dsy.

A WHELMING TOBBEXT.

Grace;

,

Drowning of

Forty- six British Hussars In
tho Cabul Hirer In Afghanistan.

sumed, leaving their owner naked and
three miles from heme. Seeing a woman
approaching,he submerged himself to
the neck in the stream, and bargained
with her to lend him some of her skirts.

Guide ua. Love. Peace and Grace!
Guide us, dlvlneat Light!
Through all our wferk and pare and woe,
Thipugh all the dizzy toys Ire know.
Through that “ dark valley ” where we gep

:

'

construction of a State road from Cheboygan to
Cross Village; to providefor *he incorporation opened the door. Weeping, and with
of the State Detective Aesociation;to amend
heart,
listened to the
the law relative to the collection of taxee oil
Christian’s thoughts of death, and in
paid State lands.... A resol ntion was passed
to his mother’s
giving Daniel L. Crossman, Clerk of the House, his last

out; some succeeded,
The recent matrimonial adventure of
but many failed. The roll-call after the a young New York miss who went to
accident had only thirty answers to Georgia in answer to the advertisement
moments
God their names out of seventy-six which of “a well-to-doplanter,” but found a
and thesinner’s Friend.— FcrnfA’a Com- had started, showing a total loes of broken-down, Jlazy-bones bachelor in
panion.
forty-six men. Among the missing was waiting, leads the Dallas Herald to
Lieut. Harford. Capt. Spottiswoode .si^ak of a more successful affair of the
The Gospel and the Bible.
pianage4 to keep on his horse, a very kmd which culminatedin that Texas
-The gospel, by the influence it exfine animal, not long ont from England. city the other ibty. A lady of Dallas
erts, will shame sin ont of countenance,
The horfle was able to swim and reached advertised in a literarypaper that “a
and graduallyraise men to its own lofty
the othe^ side in safety, but not at the Southern widow, not over 32 years of
standard untill it will be true of the
end of the ford. The principal diffi- age, of good family and well off in propvery nation in which it circulates— let
culty was at the bank, where the horse erty, desires to correspond with a midme fairly apply that glowing language
got twice into quicksands,and sank np dle-agedgentleman with a view to matof inspiration—
hat her walls are salto the middle, the last time fallingon rimony.” A contractor of Watertown,
vation, her gates praise, her officers
the rider and lying on him, so that N. Y., answered the advertisement,and
peace, her executors righteousness.
Spottiswoode ran a very narrow escape several letters passed. On his arrival
Righteousnessshall run down her
of drowning from his head being for a at Dallas the New Yorker found the
streets like a stream, and equity like a
short time below the water.
lady what she had represented herself
mighty river.” “It is read in every
to be. 8 be was not only the owner of a
temple of Christendom, its voice is lifted
The Army Worm.
rich farm, but what pleased him most
week by week; the sun never sets on its
We do not know that any portion of was that “she was the possessorof a fine
gleaming page— it goes alike to the cotIowa is afflicted with the army worm, physique and of a more handsome face
tage of the plain man and the palace of
but in some portions of Illinois this than the photographhad indicated.”
the King; it is woven into the Uteratnre
pest has already made its appearance, The New Yorker, as an evidence of
of the scholar, and it colors the talk of
though June is the period of its great good faith, deposited $2,000 in a Dallas
the streets. The barque of the merdestructiveness. The writer has vivid bank to her credit, and they were’ marchant cannot go to sea without it; no
recollections of their visitations many ried.
ship of war enters the conflict but the
years ago in some portions of Indiana,
Bible is there; it goes with the peddler
ugly sea-monster
lately
where they left barrenness and desolain his crowded path, cheers him as he sits
kiUed
the
North
Carolina
tion in their track. In snch places as
down at eventide fatigued, brightens the kind of crop will stand it, the most coast by Capt. Chadwick, of Wilmingand freshens his moning devotions;
ton, and considerabledoubt hangs about
effective remedy from their destructhe sailor escaped from shipwreck tion is a liberal sowing of salt. Two the question as to what it really is.
clutches this best of his treasures.”All
Some say it is a turtle, some call it a
barrels per acre will not kill small pain,
that a skeptic has said, and I thank
devil-fish,while the Captain himself is
but will ruin a corn crop. Where
him for his testimony.Ho might have
the army worm is very numerous, of the beUef that it is “Old Nick * himsaid more. He might have told ns that
self, and that hereafter sinners need
this amount is necessary to put a stop to
it is the one book you may find in the
have no fear of ptinishment in the intheir progress. If thev lit down all
fernal regions. The Wilmington(N. 0.)
hut of the settler far away on the outover the farm, as grasshoppers do, to
skirts of civilization.He might have
Nun tells us that Cap! Chadwick
heavy salting would be expensive^But
told us that in the long winter evensighted the “thing” about eight miles
as they move forward,like an army, a
ings he had dwelt on the language of
off Western bar, and immediately
strip of a few rods wide on the side of
Its pages; that it is read by the camp
steered toward^it. When within a short
the farm likely to be invaded will save
fires of the soldier on the eve of condistance of it hO fired at it with his rifle,
the crop. Their march is always diflict, and that amid the din and smoke
the ball passing throngh the neck and
rectly forward in some particular dikilUng it. It required sir men, with
of battle his heart is not less brave, nor
rection. They never fall back, or make
his arm less strong, because of the
their utmost strength, to puUit over the
a 0ank movement to enter afidd to obcourage it inspires; and when they go
rail, and it is estimated that it weighed
forth to minister to the wounded and
bury the slain, they find him lying

a hungry

92 a day additionalpay. . .The Committeeon
Education made a minorityreport against any
attempt to establish uniformityof school books
throughout the State.
.

fraud; to amend the law to provide
for the exercise by religioussocietiesof
corporate powers for certain purposes;to
amend tho law incorporating tho village
of Cassopoiis; for the collection of
damages unstained by reason of defective
public highways, streets,bridges, cross-walks
and culverts; to attach certain territory to the
city of Coldwater; to provide for the taxation
of tho business of manufacturing and selling
spirituous and intoxicating malt, brewed or
fermented liquors; to repeal section 2 of the
act to confer certain power upon the Board of
county Auditors for the county of Wayne; to
amend the law to provide for the draining of
swamp, marsh and other low lands; concerning removals from office; to amend the law
relative to the foreclosure and the satisfaction
of mortgages; concerning the appointment of
guardiansof habitual drunkards;to organize the township of Davlin, Maniton county; to amend the law to establish a Police
Court in the city of Detroit, to organize the
township of Gardner, in Maniton county; to
amend the law relative to the laying ont, opening, locating or constructing water- courses,
ditches or drains by Township Drain Commissioners.... After a heated and savage debate
Senator Palmer’s bill to establish an institntion, nnder tho name and style of “A School for
Delinquent Girls,”passed..,. A joint resolution was parsed proposing an amendment to
section 1, article9, of the constitution of this
State, relative to the salary of the Governor.

Guide Ui

it in the dull oold air, and
drops from the faltering lips of the
dying, and they mutter it with their
latest breath as the ground of their
hopes and their passport to a glorious
immortality!Jesus Christ conquered
the hearts and subdued the wills, and
is now inshrined in the affections of
men. The simple story of Hia love is
spreading the world over, permeating

they whisper

The correspondent of the London
Daily News writes from JeUalabad,-in
A bear carried off a sheep from the
Afghanistan
yard of James N. Hall, at Romford,
The Bengal lancers were in front, and Me., and dragged it into a swamp near
Guide us. Love’s dearest light,
they had guides to follow, and got over by. Miss Lizzie Hall, A daughter of
To-day, to night.
—Laura Sanford, in Independent.
all safe; but there is a tendency in Mr. H., and Miss Hattie Lovejoy took
crossing a stream on horseback, owing their male relatives’ guns and started
Moved by Song.
to the current, to edge off lower down into the swamp on. a Utile hunt They
The simple melody of sacred song
as they advance, and when there are a were rewarded with a sight of and a
has obtained victoriesthat the finest
number of horses the tendency is shot at brnin, bnt the beast fled to the
eloquence could not have won, for it is
greater still.
neighboring mountain. The yonng laoften the only key to hardened hearts.
In additionto this the mules of the dies could not pursue Mm, bat several
In one of the hospitals of Edinburgh
11th with supplieswere in the rear of men followedhis trail— the bear leaving
lay a wounded Scottish soldier. The
the sqnadron, and it is supposed that blood on the snow— and caught him afsurgeons had done all, they could for
they had also gone still more off the ter a three hours’ run. He weighed 310
him. He had been told that he must
line in the tail of the cavalry before pounds.
die. He had a contempt of death, and
them. The hussars had orders not to
prided himself on his fearlessnessin
A glittering ball-room dress made
lose the direction taken by those nhead,
facing it.
but to keep close np. They pushed of strands of spun glass has been offered
A rough and wicked life, with none
forward in order to do this, but there is to any Ban Franciscobelle who will
but evil associates,had blunted his
now no doubt that they entered the buy and wear it. Prof. Theodore Greiner
sensibilities,and made profanity and
water too low down the stream, and has done the spinning by blowing glass
scorn his second nature. To hear him
they would have the same tendency as into long strands, and washing them in
speak, one would have thought he had
the others, and went lower still. Hence, a solution of water and beet-root sugar,
no piously-nurtured childhood to re- before they got into the middle the which hns a toughening effect. The
member, and that he had never looked
water was rising high upon them, but weaving wad done on an old-fashioned
upon religion but to despise it. But it they saw those ahead all safe on the hand-loom,the warp being nineteen
it was not so.
other side, and, supposing they were on feet long and the woof four feet, a numA noble and gentle-heartedman came
the same track as the 11th had gone, ber of colors being worked in, so as to
to see the dying soldier. He addressed
they pushed ahead till they found them- produce a bright glass cloth. The dress
him with kind inquiries, talked to him
selves with the water up to the saddles. is en panier, with loop sleeves and
tenderly of the life beyond death, and
The water at the ford runs at the rate square neck, ornamented with boxoffered spiritual counsel. But the sick
of nine miles an hour; in the rapids, pleating, and bound in blue. With the
man paid him no attention or respect.
not many yards below the ford, it is still new dress there is a set of beautiful
of Justices of th# Peace, constables and Sheriffs He bluntly told him that he did not
more swift. The horses, feeling it diffi- blonde glass curls of a natural hue upon
in criminal cases; to provide for tho punish- want any rebgious conversation.
cult
to keep their feet, began to get the head of the model, reaching to the
ment of indecent assault;* to reorganizethe
“Yon will let me pray with yon, will
restive, and the strong current waist.
township of Geneva, in Tnecola comity,and to
you not? ” said the man, at length.
organize the same into townships of Akron and
soon forced them downward into still
“No; I know how to die without the
Young ladies who correspond with
Columbia.
deeper water, when the whole squadron
Monday, May 2a— Senate.— The Senate help of religion.” And he turned his was soon swept away and became a rejected lovers woold do well to take a
consumed the whole day in committee of the face to the wall
hint from the following curious case:
struggling mass of confusion, horses
Further conversation could do no
whole in killing bills.
and men fiercelycontending with the Mile. FeUcie Maxy, who lives on the
House.— The followingbills were nagsed: good, and the man did not attempt it. rushing waters for dear life. The men form of Pentecote, on the Belgian fronTo revise the charter of the city of Detroit; to But he was not discouraged. After a mo- had their swords 6n as well as belts, and tier, was on the point of being married,
amend the law relating to the keeping of entry- ment's silence, he began to sing the old a full supply of ammunition, enongh in when she received a letter from an old
books by Registers of Deeds: to anthorizeand hymn, so familiar and so dear to every itself to drag down a good swimmer suitor asking her to reconsiderthe matempower the Board of Control of State Swamp congregation in Scotland :
even in smooth water. The horses, in ter, and send him hn imme liate reply.
Lands to make an appropriation of State swamp
A postage stamp was gallantly inclosed
O mother dear, Jerusalem,
the excitement,threw the most of their
lands to aid in the improvement of Black river,
When shall I come to thee!
to defrav the cost of transmission. The
riders, and, as the bodies found show, a
in Cheboygan county; for the. purchase of a
full-length portrait of the late Douglass HoughHe had a pleasant voice, and the great many must have got kicked by answer duly written, MUe. Maxy appUed
ton, first Geologistof the State; to amend words and melody were sweet and
the stamp to her fair Ups; but hardly
the animals’ feet, and were thus stunned
the law relative to the salaries of Judges of
had
she done so when she felt a sharp
touching
as
he
sung
them.
Pretty
soon
and incapable of saving themselves.
Probate; to revise the laws providing for the
paip in her tongue, and in less tnan no
incorporation of railroad companies and to reg- the soldier turned his face again. But The rapids already ahuded to are only
ulate the running and managementand to fix its hardened expressionhad all gone.
a few yards from the ford, and, when time that interesting member became
the dntios and liabilities of all railroad or other
“Who
taught you that?” he asked, the horses lost their feet, they would be horriblv elongated and inflamed and
corporationsowning or operating any railroad
covered with noisome sores. The disinstantly into its rough waters, where
in this State; to amend tho laws relative to pro- when the hymn was done.
consolateone, Alfred Camin by name, a
“My mother.”
ceedings against garnishees;to amend the laws
the stream rushes boiling Uong at such
relative to pnmarv schools;to amend the laws
“So did mine. I learned it of her a velocity that the best svimmers would farmer at Pichon, in the Nord, has been
relative to fees of jurors; to amend the laws when I was a child, and I used to sing
be helpless. Horses arid riders were arrested; bnt he declares that ‘he used
relative- to trespass on the publio land;
it with her.” And there were tears in carried along as if they had been mere- no noxions drag, bnt simply moistened
to incorporate the village of Sanlt Ste.
a corner of the stamp with his own
Marie; to amend the lawa concern- the man’s eyes.
ly rolling logs. Where the rapids cease
ing ohnrohes and religions societies, The ice was thawed away. It was there is a deep piece of water, and here Ups. Bnch is the state of the case as it
to anthorizeand empower the Board of Coneasy to talk with him now. The words the river lulls a little in its course. At stands; bnt the tale carries its own
trol to appropriateState swamp lands for the
of Jesus entered in where the hymn had this place those who had strengthleft moral.

convicted of being intoxicated, and to provide establishes a lien for
for the filling of auch vacancies;relating to logs and timber; authorizingthe formationof
the MimicipakComta of the city of , Orahd a oorporatebsdy tbhe knokrn as thl Firemen’s
Rapid# f providing for the better security of Association; tij prpwct logs, lumber and timber
mechanics and other persons furnishing labor while floating noon the waters or lying upon
or material for the erection or lateringof the banks or shores thereof; to authorizethe
buildings;to amend the charter of the city of Board of Control of Stats Swamp Lands to aid
Muskegon; relating to CircuitCourts; appro- in the constructionand repairing of roads in
priahng ftiOO for rebuildingand refurnishing Berrien oonnty; to make an appropriationto
the State Normal School building in case of drain and reclaim certainswamps and overloes or damage by fire.... Joint resolutions flowed lands in Yonker Springs townwere passed : To authorizethe Board of State ship, Barry oonnty ; also, to make an
Auditors to pay a State bounty to oer- appropriation of State swafnp lande
of State for the drainage and reclamationo(
tain soldiers; directingthe Board of
Auditorsto settle the claim made by Manning certain State primary-schcollands, and also to
K. North against the State for time, services drain the Capao and Clyde State road ex ten aim
and money expended by him in recruiting and in the township of Imlay, Lapeer county; also,
organizingthe Fourteenth Michigan infantry; to make an appropriation
of State swamp lands
also asking Coneress to enact a law equalizing to aid in the constructionof a ditch in Bay
the bounty of all soldiers who served in. the county; to regulate the mode of appointment
Union army during the war of the Rebellion and ami the compensationof the several clerks and
received an honorable discharge;and to pro- employes in the various departments of the
vide for refunding moneys expended by cer- State Government; to make an appropriation for
tain counties in supportof the insane soldiers tho maintenanoe of patients at the Michigan
at the Asylums of the Insane.
Asylum for the Insane and for repair, renewals
House.— Bills were passed as follows : To and additions,and to compensatefor certain damamend the charter of the city of Saginaw; to ages on account of drainage of f 15,000 ; to authorize the formationof a Lumberman’sExchange;
amend the charter of the city of Lansing; to to provide for the constructionof a plank or
revise and amend the act establishing the De- gravel road across the Lynn marsh, in the
troit House of Correction; to amend the charter county of St Clair, and tor the drainageof said
marsh ; to providefor the admiasion of private
of the city of Jackson; to amend the charter of
the city of East Saginaw ; to authorize the Board patients into the Aeylum for the Insane; to
of Managers of the State House of Correction amend charter of the city of Port Huron; to reand Reformatory to transfera portion of the peal the laws relating to tho protection of inn
appropriationmade for buildingsin 1877 for and hotel-keepers wherein it relates to private
the purchase of real estate contignousthereto. boarding-houses.... A joint resolution was
Wednesday, May 21.— Senate.— Bills were passed authorizingand instructing the AgriculturalLand Grant Board to adjust certain
passed as follows: To authorize and empower alleged irregular sales of Agricultural College
the Board of Control of State Swamp Lands to lands.
House— Bills passed: Relating to the fees
mako an appropriationof Stats swamp lands
for the construction of a State road from Cheboygan, in Cheboygan county, to Cross village,
in Emmett oounly ; to amend the law relative to
limiting the pay of Supervisors; the Sawyer
bill to define and suppress tramps.
. .Most of
the day was passed in committee of the whole,
in consideration
of the Tax bill

SABBATH READING.

TRADE NOTES.
Rick culture

is

increasing in Louisi-

ana.

Tee wheat trade of Philadelphiais
growing enormously.
The

average of the cotton crop in
is 50 per cent, greater
this year than last.

Western Texas

The manufacturing outlook of Lowis excellent, and a general

ell, Mass.,

revival of business in her industries is
anticipated.
It is estimated that the total production of petroleum in

be increased by
barrels daily.

Pennsylvaniawill

midsummer to

50,000

Manchester,N. H., has voted to
exempt from taxation ten vearft all manufacturing enterpriseswhere not less
than $50,000 is invested.
Many of the Michigan lumbermen are
bad fix at present. Millions on

in a

million^ of feet of logs are

“hung

up”

high and dry, and will not reach the
mill booms this season.
Four-fifthsof the gloves made in
the United States are manufacturedat
Gloversville, Fulton county, N. Y.,

tried to straggle

he

An

on

was

and attach the same to the township of Geneva, where a populationof 25,000 find profitTusoela county; to repeal the law relative to
able employment in the industry.
street railway companies ; to amend the law
relative to lands sold erroneouslyfor taxes;
Establsihments for the refining of
relative to railway companies; to amend the petroleum are increasing fast in Japan,
law to protectthe title of owners of floating
logs and timber; making an appropriationof ^he exi8tence o{ petrojenm m several of
920,000 for improvements at the State prisot the provinces has been known for
at Jackson ; to prevent the killingof elk in Hutwelve centuries, bat it was only six
ron oonnty : to aihend the law concerningfugi- years ago that the Japanese learned
tives from justice; to amend the law relative to
how to refine it
slaughter-houses;
to amend charter of the city
of Pontiac: to amend the law regulating and
The Boston Herald sums np the
governing the Honse of Correction at Ionia; to
business situation as follows : * Scarcely
amend the law incorporatingthe village of
Nashville;to require orders drawn by the $ day passes without its instances of
Commissioners of Highways in the Upper Pen- Old industriesresumed or new ones in- there, eUlland col J, with theopenBible,
with aheavyiroji roller ia bepe^insnla to be audited by the township boards;to itiated. There is an abundance of cap- by hia side, with marks on the
shell, like a turtle’s, with three ridges runtbe
p
fidal in the destruction of the worm,
Anthorize the Board of Managersof the State ital seeking investmentand all it ssks
ning lengthwise. The beadVas as large
where, when his eyes were growing
House of'Correctton and Reformatory to trans*
and advantageous to the crop.— Des
as a water-bucket,and in the mouth, exis a reasonable assurance that it will dim, blood-stainedfingera clasped the
Afoinea liegister.
tending down into the throat, were rows
be secure and return a moderate profit promise that soothed his dying agonies
buil
real
____ - &
' Rather
Every year adds 100,000 new farms to and lighted Ids soul into a better world.
of soft teeth. The tail was not more
charter of the city of Jackson : to authorizethe
the real property of the country, and
And wnen you go into that sick-room
gentleman who has spent some than eighteeninches long, and projected
city of Alpena to pnrehase and to raise money for
the purchase and maintenanceof water-works;to the readjustment of industiy is going at home, what book is that by the bed- days in the region of the poal-oil wells in three prongs. The fins and feet were

^
page,

.

J?
A

dffitn/ctio“

_Odd.__ W RH

on

authorize the city 6f Detroit to establish and reg- on as rapidly as possible. " There are side of the .patient,And
the wall in Pennsylvania says that in his opinion
ulate a park; to amend the charter of the city still cases of individual hardship here those large letterswhich the eye of 'the the Government ought io interfere at
of Alpena; to amend the law incorporating
the
and there, but the general tendency of patient can easily catch, whence Ctane once, and put a stop to farther
village of Benton Harbor; to amend the charter
Do yon1 not hear ing and boring for oil. He isquite cerof the city of Marshall;to amend the charter of things is highly enconraging, and a those stirring
the city of Ypsilanti;to amend the charter of comparison of our condition with those infancy lisp it by its mother’sknee?
tain the oil is drawn throngh these
the city of Saginaw: to provide for the appointof other countries show that we possess not
see age with its hoary looks wells from the bearing of the earth’s
ment of a Clerk and Depoty Clerk of the Recordadvantagesthe value ^ of which it is and its streaming eyes bending revrent- axis,
that the earth will cease to
er’s Court of the city of Detroit; to amend the
charter of the city of East Saginaw; to transfer almost impossible to calculate.
1/ over the sacred story? Aye, and torn when the lubrication ceases.

pump-

words?

Do

yon

and

like a turtle, with the exception that
there were no claws. The monster has
been seen off the coast for the last
fcwentv years, bnt he has never met anyone who was bold enough to attack him
until the galknt Capt. Chadwick hove
down on him and put an end to his
career.

unwisely followed bad leaders to a

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

GREENBACKS AT PAR.

re-

newal of the old combat of sectionalism
aganist nationalism. For the southern

Saturday, May 31, 1879.

people nothing more propitiouscould
occur than a breach which, would effectu-

ANSWER*.

ally aod forever

make

impossible the

Now

re-

The Chicago Tknu extensively quotes appearanceof a solid-south party uuited
Judge Mackey, of South Carolinain an on the pestilent doctrine of the state-sovereignty rebellion.The period In history

editorialarticle thus:
It Is

somewhat remarkablethat the

when any party organizationcould sucmade on that basis is un-

first

CHEAP CASH STORE

clear indication of a change for the better ceed iu a contest

in southernpolitical opinion should come doubtedly past. If the southern people

would get repose, let them refuse any
Judge more to follow the leadership of dema-

from South Carolina,the cradle of

hounism. The

utterances

of

Cal

Mackey concerning the predicament in gogues who
which the Bourbon “army of

volved by the reactionary“wiping-out”

programme

plainly

show

e.

Cause.

An English journal

of that pestilent Calhounism

which has been

1st, the cotton gin ; 2d,

the planing machine; 8d, the grass

replace the narrow, reactionary

to the

southernpeople only

of politicalwoes and

a fountain

:

thus enumerated

A Handsome variety

social

of

BROCADE DRESS GOODS,

mower

•

small ; but it is of the

kind that is certain to grow, and in the
bigotry

h ARRiisra-Toisr,

that there is a

grossly misrepresented at the national

end to

vj.

frankly gives credit

to the American genius for at least fifteen
body of southern opinion, not limited to
inventions and discoveries,which, it says,
negroes and carpet-baggers,which begins
have been adopted all over the world.
to move toward the all-potentopinion of
These triumphs of American genius are
the north, and is not only represented but

capitol.It may be

OF

insist on fighting over again

the battle of the Lost

allies” is in

the time to buy your Clothing cheaper than
ever before offered in the State of Michigan.
AT THE
is

In the most beautiful shades and colors, with the buttons to match the goods.

and grain reaper; 4th, the rotary printing

These Goods must be seen to be appreciated, and are offered so cheap that they are

press; 5th, navigationby steam: 6th, hot
air, or caloric, engine; 7tb, the sewing

within the reach of anybody.

machine; 8th, the India rubber industry;

machine manufacture of horsesand blast for carving;

)th, the

Sheeting bleached and unbleached. Calicoes

in

endless variety from the Cheapest to the Best

shoes; 10th, the

miseries.

While in Judge Mackey's opinion “we
South Carolinia”still cling to the dead

in

notions of Calhounism, as embodied in the
reactionary projectsof the Calhoun party
in Congress, yet out of

Congress there are

intelligent men

in

who

even

South Carolina

recognize the fact that the doctrines

no

of those measures are of

11th, the guage lathe; 12th, the grain ele

vital

and

practicalapplication; 15th, the com-

its

posing machine for printers.

It is not

often that American achievements in this
direction receive due credit

and cheapest in the Market..

finest

A NOVELTY — A kid glove cleaner. In a few minutes you can make your kid
like new. Come and examine our celebrated Badger State Shawls.

impor-

from such a

Gram Bags-American A’s and Stark A’s-very
An

glove look

— New York Sun.

investigation of the expensesof

«

n

ger from any so-called “centralizing” ten-

state less

dency, nor from any probable or threatened

boarded at the best hotel in Chicago.

money if

cheap.

.

•

erable southern offlee-beggars of broken of the state penitentiariesof Illinois, it is
fortunes. Free institutionsare in’no dan- said, shows that it would have cost the

or intended

COLOGNE. — The

large scale; 14th, the electro magnet,

source.

tance to anybody,save perhaps a few ven-

FRENCH

vator; 13th, artificial ice manufacture on

a

A

large stock of Boots

and Shoes will be
always full

the convicts had been

make room. Our Grocery line is
and complete.

sacrificed to

1

employment of military force

at the polls by the government. The The Latest Invention in Useful Household
Articles.
army “is not sufficientlystrong to endaner the liberties of the

people,” says Judge

Within the

last few years there has

fftflma, fin

M

Ik

been

Mackey; “and it has not the will to do so
expended a great deni of inventive thought
even if it had the power." For this
and genius upon what may properly be
jurist clearly recognizesthe important
classed as household articles,the most

Order of Publication.
TATE OF MICHIGAN, Ottawa COnnty, Judikj clal Circuit in Chancery.
CARRIE WOODWARD,

Eighteen Years Before the Public.

Q

Complainant.

Manufacturersof
vt.

ARTHUR WOODWARD,

Manufacturedby the

Defendant.

DOORS, SASH,

Suit pending In the Circuit Court for the County
of Ottawa In Chancery,at the city of Grand Haven on the 23rd day of April, A. D. 1879.
ism have labored so hard to avoid, namely
In thin cause U appearing from affidavit on file,
of the sewing machine, the wringer,the
Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc.
that tho defendant.Arthur Woodward, is not a .resthat “it is the army of the United States,
washing machine,the carpet sweeper, &c.
ident of this State, but resides in the State ol
and not the army of the president.” It
Ohio, on motion of Akelev & Farr, complainant’s
Almost every week
chronicle the ad- Havin<;recently purchased tho Phcenix Planing solicitors,it is ordered that the said defendant,
Mill, arc now belter prepared than ever to do
is an army created by the nationallegislaArthur Woodward cause his appearanceto be envent of some new inventionby which the
ail Kinds of
tered heroin, within three months from the date of
ture— the representative body of the Amer.
cares and labors of housekeeping are lessthis order, and iu case of his appearancethat he
lean people, not the privy council of a
cause his answer to the complainant's
bill of comened,
woman’s worjt made easier.
plaint to bo filed, and a copy thereof to be served
monarch. It is an army governed by laws
on said complainant’ssolicitors,within twenty
The newest thing to challengeour atdays after serviceon him of a copy of said hill and
which the national legislaturehas made
entiou and gladden the heart of the house
notice of this order: and that in default thereof,
to order.
for that purpose, among which is one that
said bill be taken as confessed by the said nonkeeper, is. what is called the Novelty Brush
resident defendant. And It is further ordered,
provides “if any officer of the army shall
that within twenty .days tho said complainant
holder, Carpet Stretcherand Sweeper, a very
cause a notice of this order to be published in the
resist the execution of any warrant issued
simple contrivancedesigned lo firmly ho\d
Holland Citt News, a newspaper printed, pubWaterloo, N. Y. 9 Wabash Ave./Chi.Ul*
by any magistrate or judge of any state
lished and circulating in said county,and that
n position any kind of a brush or duster;
48 Hudson St. N. Y., 159 River at. Clevesuch publication be continued thereinat least
court for th^ apprehensionof any soldier
once in each week, for six weeks in succession, or land, 0., Detroit, Mich., St. Louis, Mo.,
Jiaviug an extension handle that enables
that they cause a copy of this order to he person- Peoria, III., Toronto, Ontario.
or officer of his command, such officer
one to wash or dust windows, walls or ceilally served on said non-residentdefendant,at
shall be court-martialed, and on convicleast twenty days before the time above prescribed
ngs without the aid of a step ladder.
Please give this Yeast a fair trial,and when you
for his appearance.
tion shall be cashiered." It is an army
That is one of its conveniences,and it is
DAN J. ARNOLD. ClraiitJudge. call on your grocer to buy, see that what he sells
to you is fresh, and call hi. attention to the fact
of the people, not of a politicalparty; it
Any one of the above articlesmade to order to
Akeley & Farr, Complainant' t Soliciton/.
also one of the best carpet sweepers in the any size or measure on short notice and at Grand
that we warrant every package, and if ho has any
[A True
12-7w
embraces in its rank and file, men of all
that is stale or old on hand we will exchange anil
market, holding the brush firmly at an an- Rapids prices.
give him fresh yoast for it WITHOUT CHARGE,
political opinions; about one third of its
believing that IT HAS NO EQUAL, for making
gle. It cleans the carpet thoroughly
Light, Sweet and Wholesome Bread. It is PUREenlisted
were soldiers iu the state
Cor.
sts.
raises no dust, and docs not wear the carLY VEGETABLE, and coutaiu.nodrugs or chemSTATE OF MICHIGAN:

truth, which the demagogues of Calhoun-

noted results of which are the production

Waterloo Yeast Company.

we

end

Sawing of all kinds

Scroll

done

FACTORIES & WHOLESALE DEPOTS:

Also Planing, Matching and Resawing.

Copy.]

men

sovereigntyrebellion, who have abjured
the Nonsensical Calhoun heresy and

the nationalsupremacy was established
by the downfall of that rebellion.“Sure-

Judge Mackey, “an army so con-

stitutedmay well invite the confidence of
all sections,

and need be feared by none as

an engine of oppression.”

To

obtain the repose they need, to put

prevents them from rebuilding their brokfortunes

perity

of

and

Judge Mackey

no more back aches or sore fingers.

evenly without any

any

can be

size

of the labor

tion usually attending such

^oog,

necessity is to establishconfi-

dence in the north

its

laid

and vexa-

work.

It

is

simple, thoroughly made, cannot

hinges, is compact, cheap and durable.
It is

manufactured by Brown &

cinnati the well

Co., Cin-

known manufacturers of
is

sold only

by their agents to housekeepers. The real

of

by those

this article will at

most

once be seen

Interested,and

we

predict

purpose for it a large sale. Every housekeeperin
in maintainingthe union and obeying its the land will want one.
as to our real

constitutionand

laws. Every such issue
Any reliablelady or gentleman wishing
as that made by the present majority in remunerative. employment, would do well
congress, and acquiesced iu by the south- to secure the agency for this county,
ern democrats iu the senate and house, which can be done by enclosing a stamp
although their action'be impelled by most
sincere conviefions

of duty,

for descriptivecircularand terms, to
& Co., Grand Hotel Building, Cln-

practically Brown

The Circuit Court for tho County of
In Chancery .|

Probate Order.
STATE OP MICHIGAN,

As carpet stretcher alone it is worth
cost, as a carpet of

v

County of Ottawa, ss.

At a session of the Probate Court of tho County
of Ottawa, hoiden at the Probate Office, in the
City of Grand Haven, in said county, on Tuesday, the twenty-aeventh
day of May*, In the year
one thousand ei^ht hundred and seventy-nine.
Present: Samuel L. Tate. Judge of Probate.In
the matter of the estate of Wiiiemina S. Trimpc.

James Mown- and

Amelin
Mowr/, Defts. in supplemental
bill with Edwin 1 hayur as to
whom said bill has been dis- [
|

|

missed and also defendants with
said Thayer and said complainant exhibited asainst them and
said Thayer hnd said complainant by William Munwariugas
j

Truer words were never spoken. They
Can’t Preach (hod.

never can establishthemselves in the trust

No man can do a good job of work,
preach a good sermon, try a lawsuit well,

a good article
when
be
feels
miserable
and dull, with
they cease to be led by political demasluggish
brain
and
unsteady
nerves, and
gogues who propose to abolish northern
uone
should
make
the
attempt
in such a
ideas, to “wipe out” the imprint of those
condition
when
it
cau
be
so
easily reideas upon the national statute book, and
to enact in their place those reactionary moved by a* little Hop Bitters— See Procapital and enterprise will accept, until doctor a patieut or write

is

verbs,” other column.

GRAND

§w

repose, prosperity,

untbrift,turmoil, violence, decay, dissolu-

Come sad see oar now Spring Stock of

will repeat itself. As in the

pa'st so in the future,' in

any issue between

nationalismand sectionalismthe Utter
will

phicrtteemftttji.

WALL

go down. The reactionarydema-

CURTAINS, ETC.,

gogues who have again forced this issue

overwhelmed. Nothing in
is more Inevitable than this.

H.

will again be

the future

Why
to

should the southern people continue

4w

this issue will

the

occur io

the southern line of

democracy within the next

ten days.”

There are not wanting other foreshadowings of an impending break
actionary

“army of

up

iu

the

re-

allies” that have so

A CO.,

THE WORLD’S BALM.
L.

0TK

Judge Mackey predicu that "a break on

MEYER

D.

in

“The Richest Blood, Sweetest Breath
and Fairest Skin io Hop Billers.”
“A littleHop Billerssaves big doctor
bills and louz sickness.”
“That invalid wife, mother, sister or

A

838,

Rocbeater, N.

Y.

table-

Gulum y! th priuipilCok
Ready for aor

vice.

GRIST and

Open ior Dress.

FEED MILLS

WARRANTED BEST AND CHEAPEST

A complete Hoe of New Dress Goods, Black Silks
• a foil line of Alpsccas, endless variety of calicoes, ginghams.Joconets, lawns, etc.

Hosiery from the cheapest ‘sock to

finest

Lyal thread stockings.

Farmers and Stock Men

Bitters.”

ters.”

Sop Ooofh

Cure and Fain Belief ii

Pleasant, Sore and Oflesp.

For Sale by

power.

J.

0. Doesb arg.

i

Your fO-inch mlil “beau” our 4 foot stone on
either wheat, meal or
J. DURST, Prop.

feed-

Danville, R. R. Kiev.. Chicago, Jan. 25. 1877.
average a ton of meal per hoar on oar 24-Inch
•tene. Ha« ran fonr years. Verv satisfactory.
e

BDWARD8 A
A Large Stock of

... Champaign, March
bushelaper hour on 80-lnoh
.

80

Milled

Caipets, Matting,

Dropey, Brviipelaa, Scrofula, Secendary Syphllla,
Gravef, Diabetes, and all dlaease* in which the
blood ia implicated, la now offered to the public.
Sold by alf Retail Druggiita, and (wholeaafoonly)Just

P. O. Box
l-38w

assortment of

A complete assortment of bed ticking,
Sava 50 per ceot, by grinding feed.
“Health is beauty and joy~-Hop Bitsheeting, quiltingcalicoes,live geese
ters gives health and beauty.”
feathers,etc., etc. ,
“There are more cures made with A SHALL CUSTOM HILL IN E7ERY TILLAGE
AND TOWN.
Hop Bitters thsn all other medidlnes.”
A foil line of Boots. Shoes, Slippers. Udies Gai“When the brain is wearied, the
ters, Ladies Boots, etc., etc.
WHAT THEY SAY OF THEM.
nerves unstrung, the muscles weak,
Cedar Falla,Iowa, March, 1877.
A fresh stock of Groceries, including our
use Hop
%
$20 clean profit dally with our vu nob mill . Only
Celebrated 40 cent Tea.
. J'That low, nervous fever, want of
4-horae
J. W. 8TOWE.
Inspand weakness, calls for Hop BitOily Grain Elevator, Dayton. 0., Dec. 14, MO.

practice,and never flailing to radicallycore

THE WEYBURN MKDICINE CO.

beaut if ut

cloths, tpble-linen, toweling, etc.

need."
“Don’t physic and physic, for it weakens and destroys, but take Hop Bitters,
that build up continually.”
“Physiciansof all schools um and

And see the finest opening of Spring and Summer
Goods; among them the finest line of Shawls
ever brought to this city.

child can lie made the picture of health
with Hop Bitters.”
“When worn down and ready to take
your bed, Hop Bitters is what yon

a private

RHEUMATISM,

On Monday Morning next,

BURR STONE

PROVERBS.,

WKYBURN'S ALTERATIVE SYRUP.

remedy need Thirty fin yean

& A. Steketee

F.

vt

DR.

combat the inevitable?

PAPER,

,

STEM GEER

recommend Hop Bitters. Test them.”

grandeur; sectionalism is unrest,

tion. History

WORLD WIDE REPUTATION!
At the late World’s Fair at Vienna it received
the Gold Medal and honorable mention from the
Commmittee. At Philadelphiaa Medal and
Diploma.

Fox, Shields & Co.,

pilitM pal.

of states.^

liberty,

are on each package.
Certain unprincipled parties have tried to deceive
the public by using a trade mark similar to our
own, but bo not deceived, and see that your Yeast
I. genuine and the words “TWIN BROHERS,”
are on every package.
The Twin Brothers’ is the only Yeast that has
stood the test of years, and has a

Complainant,

2i.xc?:bcaxi.x)0’

ital from investmentin the southern belt

horrence.The nation

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS!
and sec that the two heads

w.

ing to the south, and repels northern cap-

and destructivenotions of Calbouuism
which the northen mind rejects with ab-

icals.

deceased.
On reading and filing the petition duly verified, complainant,
of Jan Trimpe, executor of said estate,representDefendants.,
ing that said estate is fully administered, and in a
In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of said
condition tor final settlement, and praying that a Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa,in ChanThe Twin Brothers inatruct their dealers
day may be appointedlor examining his final ac- cery, made in the above entitled cause, on the
count, and that said accountmay he allowed and twenty-seventh day of September, A. D. 1879, to return their Yeast Cakes at their exhe discharged from further trust. Thereupon it is Notice is hereby given that on the Seventeenth pense when they get too old.
ordered,that Tuesday the First day of day of June, A. D. 1879, one o’cIock,In
July next, at one o'clockin the afternoon, be the afternoon, at the front door of the Conrt House,
Wholesale Agents for this Region :
assignedfor the hearing of saft Petition, and in the city of Grand Haven, in said County, I, tho
that the heirs at law of the said deceased, subscriber, a Circuit Court Commissioner,fn and
and all other persons Interestedin said es- for said County, will sell, at public anction, to the
tate, are required to appear at a session highest bidder, the lands and premises described
of said Court, then to be hoiden at the Pro- in said decree, all of trie north-east quarter of the
bate Office, in Grand Havpn, in said County, and north-west quarterof section nineteen,and the
RAPIDS, MICH.
show cause if any there be, why the prayer of the north half of the west half of tho north-we»t quar
petitionershould rot be granted: And it Is fur- ter of section nineteen, all in township number
ther ordered, that said petitionergive notice to the six north, of range number thirteen west, said
EEEFS THE* FOR SALE,
persons Interested in said estate,of the pendency land lying and being iu the County of Ottawa and
12-5w
of said petition and the hearing thereof, by caus- State of Michigan,
Dated, April 28th, A. D. 1879.
ing a copy of this order to be publishedin the
“Holland Citt NEvra,” a newspaper printed and
ABEND VIS8CHER,
NOW IS YOUR TIME TO GO TO
circulated in said County of Ottawa, for three sucCircuit Court Commissionerin and for Ottawa
Countv.
cessive weeks previous to said day of hearing.
Geo. H. White, Complainant's Solicitor.
A true copy, (Attest) SAMUEL L. TATE.
16—
Judge of Probate.

erects a danger signal on every road lead- cinnati, Ohio.

and confidenceof the north, they never
can offer inducementswhich northern

Ottawa—

CALVIN D. BARRELL,

ever made, no more kneeling on the floor,

utility
first

38-1

the best device

recovering the lost pros- useful household articles, and

their section,

says:

“Our

is

a handle

get out of order, has no screws, lever or

an end to the sectional party strife which

en

brooms. As

scrubbing brush it

for the

engagements on the frontier since

ly,” says

pet like the ordinary

illus-

trated their fidelity to nationalduty in

many

Chancery Sale.

River & Tenth

mill,

H.

MEYER & CO.

all

F. B. HACKKTT,
Millerfor T. Doty A Co.

RICHARDS, &

CO., Chicago, fll.

BUILDEBftOr

S-EEDS

kinds— also Reid’s Flower Seeds.

Oranges, Lemons, Nuts, Candies, he.

an “Old
Call for anything you don’t see.

Holland, April

A A. STEKETEE.
26, 1879.

'

Grain Elevators, Steam Engines, Corn

Received at

U-8w

talks.
a

CO.

6th, 1876.

DEV

GAB

P.
J. 0.

Door Mata* Etc.,

III.,

SALT BY THE POUND OR BARREL.

Shelters,Ac.
26-ly

SEMI
UiLcUilng

new

and poHtpald—Tar.
ItevKaLt Budget

Jill

at Ih'O# or traveling.

AddressT1» BovorlyOo, Chicago.

The Ohio Republican State Convention,
in session on Wednesday last nominated
Hon. Charles Foster

A

—

between Vera Cruz and Amsterdam.

Mr.

R. Kauters leA on

Monday

-

in

square miles, on

the First Ward, Grondwt,

Three doori East of Kruiseuga’a Store.

110,00) train between that city and Grand Haven,

Do

Hoogesteegeh' editor of the
still lingering in a

is

Dr.LA.SchouteiL,

few days.

BwieraPROPJtiaiTOJfc.

Opium

not stupify your baby with

Httlag Jait bought wy largelyin the
Bull’s market*, and at greatlyreducad prices, wo will Th,< n*w

dangerous or Morphia mixtures, but use Dr.

olfcr

-

alder* condition, althoughhe appears easier than Baby Syrup which is always safe and relast Saturday.
liable and uever disappoints. 25c.

Columbia Hall, to nominate an

-

Wb

which range

in a

Mr. M.

o’clock,

man.

understand that Dr Gee’s band

DRUG STORE,

—

m

Allegan Democrat says that the

fence 75 miles long, enclosing about 387 Grand Haven R. R. Co. will put on a fast

last for

-

caucus will be held

at

The

beasts.

On monday evening next, at 7
a

Texas cattle man, has a

Col. King, a

the scene of his labors— at Lincoln Park,
Chicago.

for governor.

to be establisbed

line of steamers is

WARD

FIRST

—

Mr. C. L. Gee was awarded the job of

will

The

William Lloyd

death of

~

•toro ’"dh

kceP

hdl Mpply of th# beat

»

specialbargalna in elegant line* of

Mom

SUMMER

Garrison,

SILKS,

fnfuiirin, Toilit Molt, Cipro,

Writing Material, Snuff,
And tha finest uaortment of

give a concert in this city on Tuesday, building(tie basement walls of the new which had been expected for some days,

-

June lltb. Further notice will be given public hall on Tuesday last.
by

posters.

-

te

•

During the year 1878

Work

occurredat

will

commenced immediately.

was unclouded up

forty-eight rail-

Messrs. D.

De

&

Vries

We

--

—

on Saturday

Black and Colored Dress Silks,

night

to an hour before death,

ESOLISH

Bro., grocers, and his spirit passed away peacefully.
-««•> — —
.
their stock of goods into the store

-

hope

have prepared for our farmers quite

to

Wines &

last The mind of the great abolitionist

-

road were sold under foreclosure, repre- moved
senting $151,616,700 of capital stock, and of Mr. J. Roost on Thursday last, on the
$160,014,500, of bonds and debt,
opposite corner ol the old place. They

— —

11 o’clock

ui 3E8KAN N07ELTT

DRESS GOODS,

of life and property, all

The shove

advertisement.

*

morning about

common

from the

kerosene

I

W

•

o’clock in the rear part of

rud make a

noise,

too.

Remedy,

a never foiling

wagon, pulled the reigns excitedly, back-|^r,°0, No insurance. The

of the Lids, Ulceration of the Glands,
Film and Weakness of Vision from any
cause. Price 25c. Sold by T. E. Annis
& Co., Druggistsand Apothecaries,Hol-

inghis wagon over the poor child mui

fire caught from

a defeclivo chimney-

/

killingit instantly.The grief can belter

related.

be^magiued than

On

The

y

arrivals and clearancesup

Thursday night as reported
Monday night, about midnight, the House, were as follows:

steamer Alpena of the Goodrich line ran

commanded by

to

Custom

at our

May
**

Capt." Robert Robinson.

W.

Schr. Woll'n. from Kenosha, lljhl,
Trl Co'or, Chlca-jo.800 bu corn, 193
kegs nails, H J bags bran, 2 brls. greest

changed hands. Mr.

.

following day in a terribly dilapidated May 20.
“ 25.
condition. According to Capt. Rooinson’s

Our

steamer, but there are always two sides to

-

--

—

and

readers will notice the correction

Mich. R.

R.

The

t 10:00 p. in.

through the agency of Mr. J. J. Gloss,
the finest livery

Michigan. This

stable

is very centrally located in the city of
Grand

’Rapids— on

and Spring

Stable.

Pavilion Livery

We

is named

the

J

be held an

Ronayne, in the First Reformed
If that

man

a perjurer of himself,

does

it,'

Mich., all of which

“

hews
with

and

to u«,
its

is

it

Domestic
Education

“
“
“

........

$ 200

to

:

and how a perjurer

man

In that city—

and ami-

Led—

John

JSTEW

Livestock

Newv “A

Our entire stock of 2 button Kid Gloves 35c a pair.

Wo have no hesitationin saying that our Spring
Summer stock Is one of the largestand best

and

assorted ever broughtInto this city, and our prices

Comer Canal & Bronson St
Grand Rapids, Mieh.

We
engrav-

do without. It has thirty-five

horses, and gives treatment of diseases in

would
call special
wou,UCB“
8l,ec>ftlattention
auenuon to
to the
the

fact
fact

pricei,

In the

Sisotyw

wo

continue to sell at the old

which are the lowest ever known.

„

Mr. W. W. Burke

Holland, Mich., Sept.

we would not exchange

;

is repairing the pierai 8orac

inst.,

all its contents, belonging to Mr.

it for

book8

of tbo

ft

we have

kind that cost $10.

I

between the Greyhound, belonging to Mr.

outside of the crib piers to the shore line,

Chas. Odell, and the Katie, belonging to
Fire InsuranceCo. of Allegan and Ottawa he takes away the sand and rubbish, whatMr. W. W. Burke. The starting line was
Comities, and the loss was adjusted and ever it may be, and fills'the place of it
from
Central whan across to Van Dijk
paid over in full in three days thereafter with shavingspacked solid, from the botBird’s mill. The Greyhound crossed the
by the agent— Mr. H. M. Dangremond, tom up, and weighted down with stone.
line at 12 m., 09 min., 15 sec., and the
who, by the way, says insurancebusiness This, it seems to us, will certainly do
Katie
followed at 1 p. m., 0 min., 45 sec.
away with most of the leaking through of

1,

E.

HEROLD.

1877.

Money! Money!
OIPEILTiED.

It

1

_

Lake Navigation!

read

by spontaneous combustion. The barn seen the work, pronouncesit the most
>. Black Lake was the scene of an excitcontained five head of cattle, and some effective and simple that could be done.
ing b mtraco on nlonday afternoon last,
arming implements. The property was The main featuresof it are, that along the
insured fox $700 in the Farmers’ Mutual

_

dinary intelligence. The price is only 25

that we have ever seen, and

--

I am now soiling the Howe Sewing Macbim
will henceforth keep It for sale at ray stor
Peddling machines with wagons ban been abollsbt
for the simple reason that the prices of machlm
mo too low to admit of any expense in that wa
Call In and get bargains.

cents, but

US.

and

any book on the horse and his diseases

previous history.

CALL^pJEE

of or-

to be readily

at

A Complete assortment of Children’s and Infant
•hoes for fall and winter, and a fall Hue of
Ladles' and Gentleman’!wear.

that
that

^^t
before the advance,

such plain and comprehensive language as

seems very inconsistent —Sower and Gospel Fields

Saturday,the 17th

Juit received

0-1

number of recipes, any
the barn at our harbor after a plau of bis own.l c<'n,a’n9
John walcb, upon submitting to his superior} one of wbicb i9 wortb double the price of
A. Arink, at Overijsel,were burned to the officers, was adopted by them to be triedo t,,e work* The book may be had of the
ground. The fire, it is alleged, was caused here. Every sailor or boatman that hasl ftUtb:)r 08 ab<»ve.

On

and

soots & seed:
—
—
E.
Eighth
Holland.
- —
Street, City of

a horse should

understoodby any one

STOCK
—

OF

HEROLD

low as any in the trade.

Treatise

Enosburgh Fulls, Vt., Is a

that every owner of

—

Elegant quality,In all the newest spring colors,at
50c a pair.

as

Hue

A Large and

'

an astounding piece of

-

’
1879.

KID GLOVES.

jngs illustratingpositions assn, net, by sick

(X)

200 00
3,000 oo
........ 50 uo

Publication
TheologicalSeminary,New Brunswick, N. J .....................
250 00
Christian Intelligencer Association 50 0(1
TheologicalDepartment, Holland, 50 00

can get permissionto pollute that church

history of it. It

have been paid, viz.

To the Board of Foreign Missions

he makes

—to say the least— marks an epoch

dissolved the co-partnerehlp with Mi
H. Walah, we are now buying wheat and a
<fcc., <fec. other grains In our own name; and we want th
citizen!of Holland to feel and undentand that w
Which have been bought at the recent auction have come to etay.and yon can safely tell you
neighbor that we will pay the hlgheat market prlc
sales, and are offeredfar below Importer*’ cost.
for all grain— eapeclallywheat.
250 doz. Station
BEACH BROS.
Holland, April 8th,
9-8m

11

is ably as-

J. Kendall, of

The following bequests were made by book

9-8m

TTAVING

head-

friend and brother:

Church, on the 3d, 4th and 5th days of
June next.

man and

fol-

1879.

After you have Read thi
above then Read This.

Rev. Abel T. Stewart, D. D., of Holland, have, and no breeder of horses can afford

the secrets of Freemasonry, by Mr. Ed-

mond

make

on the Horse and his Diseases," by Dr. B.

exposition of

WALTER C. WALSH.

following notice from the Western Sports-

publish the

MEYER & CO.

A

Holland, April 8th,

is

lowing items respectingour deceased

see it announced in the city papers

that there will

to

H.

genial character,and being thorough-

able young

-

It gives us pleasure

and cheap at

Fancy Hosiery,

The

-

corner of Monroe

the

streets, and

and

as cashier and assistant manager. These
train that used to two gentlemen arc both able and willing
leave here at 3:30, p. in. and stopped at to please every one, from the humblest to
dontague now runs through toPentwatcr, the most fastidious.
daily except Sunday . For further alteraEvery lover of the horse should read the
tions see time card on fiist page.

sold this week at Grand Rapids for $200,

fine

HEBER WALSH,

partly

interest,

sisted by one of the best looking

,

stables in Western

a

Chain,

LOUNGES, ETC.,

1

Robinson has

way against all competition;he

trains that used to

Mr. Kenyon’s Jjeautiful gray horse, so>> leave Grand Rapids in the evening at 7:45
known here in the horse market was Inow leaves there at 8:40, and arrives here

one of

has

ly posted in his business, -will

well

proprietorof

Jas.

purchased the controlling

of the time table of the Chicago & West

a question.

Sofa*, Sofa

NOTICE.

Underware,

Schr. Wollin, Chicago, 50 It elm lumber. now at the head of the firm. Mr. RobinSchr. Tri-Color, Milwaukee,80 in staves,
son is a gentleman with a bright intellect
312 bns beading, 2.'i brls flour.

narrative the blame seems to rest with the

Children Carriages,

famous reetaurant of Boney Car-

penter, at Grand Rapids,

CLEARED.

honra,
8S-ly

all

undersigned will continue the purchase of
WHEAT, at their Warehonae,under the firm
name of H. Walah A Son.

Silk Handkerchiefs,
The

*#.

The schooner arrived at Chicago on the

for

night.

rpHE

land, Mich.

ARRIVED.

into the schooner J. O. Moss, owned and

Prescription!carefully compound at
day or

ll-8w

Granulation

is

_

Can be made by examining the large
new atock of

FURNITURI
Which
will aell

Side-

>AILY

Wheels teamers on
and

I

have purchased lower than eve

cheaper than ever before.

A FULL LINE OF CARPETS, FROM
CHEAPEST TO THE ilEST.

BETWEEN CHICAGO AND Come

GRAND HAVEN

MUSKEGON.

Till

and sae the goods and aioerta
price* before on pnrohaeo.

(Saturdayexcepted.)
Beautiful Live Geese Feathers, Chea

&

(HICAGO DOCI,

FOOTOnnCHIQANAVENUE,

md Im M,

foot of

SM.

Wiiliaglos

Wall Paper at Wholesale ar
Retail

good.

is

Bedroom Setts and Parlor Set
the sand; and we hope it will prove to be thus the Grev[|ound had one minute
The 6 o’clock train on the Grand Haven railroad
While’ eleven itfen were at work on a
conuecta with the Boats.
start /^nllll IniiHl .....
of materialbenefit to our harbor. " The
Coffins and Caskets alwa
barn of Mr. Galupke, near East Saugawork is progressingnicely. One side is east, and they ran before the wind at a Tickets to Chicago can be bought at the
on haftd.
tuck on Monday afternoon last, an acciGrand Haven R. R. Depot for $3.00,
finished,and the bther is well under way. rapid rate. The tug Twilight, containing
including
railroad
fare
and
omnident occurred that might have proved
In a few days the drc*dgc,now at work, judges, referee, stakeholder,(the stakes
bus fare at Grand Haven,
latal to more than one of their number.
were ten dollars aside) and timekeepers, or FIVE DOLLARS for the round trip. Fair dealing can be relied c
will have finished a center cut through thd
A few boards were laid across the beams,
together with several gentlemen who took
.............

men

fourteen feet high, upon which these

whole length of the harbor, (whereverif

was necessary) to the depth of 14 feet. / an interest in the spoft, followed down
were at work raising the rafters. Some of
the lake to witness thefmaneuvres.The
the raftersgot out of Hoe, fell, and krone
The following news Items are extracted stakeboat around whim they had to go
through the boards, precipitating all the from the Supervisors roll and reports:
was anchored off Confers’ Point— a dismen on the floor below. As luck would
tance of nearly five rapes from the sterlbirths:
have it, nobody was killed. Mr. Broene
Total number of births during the year ing line. The first boat that rounded the
got both arms broken and dislocated,some
1878, 114. Male, 60*, female, 54. This in- stakeboat was the Greyhound, which she
one else got his head cut open, and another

did at 1

cludes 1 pair of twins and 6 still-born.

p. m.,

85

rain.,

45

sec.,

Justice
his new

more or

I.

less hurt,

Fairbanks has

moved

is

the sole

time Mr. Fairbanks will
in seed grains—

commence

deaths:

something which

is

deal

needed

it

is

well posted in l$4 business will con-

cede that it requires a thoroughknowledge

and

a great deal of research to

become ac-

et?r

1878,

88. Male

18;

years old, 9. Between 20 and 50 years, 5.

.

and

20 years,

6. Uuder 3

years,

4 Retail
„

to go in stays, she failed,

Liquor Dealers @ $150 $600.00

@

run. The
Katie now followed her close, coming

CROPS, BTC.

Bushel! of corn raised in

15

sec. The Greyhoundpassed the

»•

3

keidbkma.
W.

If.

HARl

Slipper*, Etc. Etc.
at

Watchmakers

No. 74 Waahlngton itroet,

Jewelers, Grand Haven,

DEALERS nr

Ware, Watches, Clocks,

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

- - Uic

Haying bat rMentlyformod onr co-partner*!
we wish to Inform onr feilow-cltlieni of Gr
Haven and (arroandlBg town* that we have a
atodi of Ready Wade Goods of all deaerlplk
which we offer for aale cheap. However,

Custom Made Goo<
will

remain onr Speelalty.

Quality of work guaranteed,and repair;
done on abort notice.
A.

passed the starting line at 8 p. m., 38 min.,

Male, 110; Female, 9. Total, 119.

HOLMES,

1878.

BOOTS & SHOE!

made another attempt, nearly grounded,

nearly all she had gained by the

15.,

Manufacturersof and dealer* In

the bayou, having lost in the operation Silver

LiquoR tax.

M '

A. L. Holmes & C

got around and set out 00 her long tack in

Still-born,0.

„

J?

8

hound attempted

Call and see a most beamlfbl varieh
Chairs, ornament*,picture frame!, brack

*tc

A. L.

appears that before the

came the scramble
“on
the
wind."
Ai
soon
as the Greyfemale 15. Over 50

Camp

Holland, May

wind the Greyhound won 2 minutes and

,

Beer ' «»
50
150.00
bere< UllVtllg beuu RftllllflBll flfiTc^c'ally ^
around like a top, steered a higher course,
1 Manufacturer of Beer .......
.50.00
with everythingpertaining to h farm for
and beat her opponent bad on the first
the last forty years, fs just the man to
TolaI ..... ................... $800.00 tack ; being well handled, kept gaining, and
engage in that busing Every farmer
DOGS.
that

Joslin&Breymaii,

While I thank the public for their patronag
the past, I hope to merit and solicit a liberal at
ol It for the fature.

Total number of deaths during the year 20 seconds. But noir

7.

a short
to

50 seconds. 80

into United States, 88.

street,

•agent. In

Chicago.

turned ^

for threshing machines and their repairs, Between
for which he

BUTLIN, Sort.

Parentage— Both parents born *in United the run in 80i minuted The Katie
not
States, 17; both parents boro outside around the stakeboat at 1 p. m., 38 mlo.,
United States, 58; one parent born in 5 sec., making the run in 38 minutes and

and has
now a fine large room, for the accommodation of Juries and audience. In the
rear of his office he has a large store room
office

on River

but

T. G.

10-tf

making

got seriously injured, and the remaining
eight were
serious.

j

Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.

Very

and

surmising that he had hurt it with bis|to$2()0- The house was damaged about

pills

.

800 all

about it

m mmm
-A.29-D

mmm

—bait. Somebody ought to provide for this,

Linen Dustars, |l.g5 worth S«00.
Also an elegant new lino of 8nn Umbrellasfrom
While a farmer, by the name of Tin- the building occupied as a residenceby
Henry Ward Beecher, is well aware |l.UQ up to $i(i.Q0,the latest styles In the market,
John Spohn. The fire department
saved
hout, two miles northeast
Zeeland, was
wwiiiivsudlof
Ul iliCvJtfciJll}
W UfJ
v
500Co:tonSun Shades at 10c each.
hauling manure, on Monday last, he heard |tlle ra,‘‘n buMdlng. Mr. Spohn and fam- that Pettit’s Eye Salve had much to do
Job lots In Spring and Summer
a scream from one of his children,
*081 c,wtlllD8 and furniture amounting with opening of the Eyes of the People. It
5

DR.

firm are the mannfactnrereof

SCHOUTEN’B

lamps. No such And an Immense atock of Domeatlc Dress Gooda
date their customers In their new place.
an article about the history and good
from 6c per yard and upward.
thing can take place when the New Harris
Banting In all colors,as low n 15c per yard.
points of the Holstein breed of cattle, but
Lisrof letters remaining in the Post & Smith Safety Lamp is used. It is for
All Wool Bunting as low aa 23c per yard.
it was too lengthy for this issue, and will office at Holland, Mich., May 29th, 1879:
sale at P. & A. Steketee.
Splendid assortmentfast color Lawns at 8c per
appear in our next.
yard.
Rev. A. Brunnell,H. D. Eldred, Walter
Vandenburg,Wm. Cole, Miss. Elizabeth
We are informed that several gentlemen Also lull line Dress Linens and yard-wide
The Arm of Werkman, Van Ark & Co.,
Cambrics.
Ball, Mrs. Jane Ortland, Capt. Jokn-C. from abroad would like to spend a days
who recently purchased the Phoenix PlanA large lot of Shetland Shawls from Auction
Peicne, Miss Mary Nichols.
around Black Lake, to while away the from SI. 00 upwards, fnlly25 per cent, less than
ing mill, are running on full time, and are
’Wm. Vsrbkkk, P. M.
time In fishing— if they could rely on be- their value.
now prepared to do all kinds of work on
ing enabled to purchase enough minnows
BeautifulLinen and Lawn Suits, the latest
short notice, and at low rates. See new
A fire broke out in Allegan, on Tuesdry
styles.
use of

Liquors,

Medicinaluse only,)

And almoat everything elie Monglnf In a well
stocked drug etore.

—

Hundreds of accidentshappen every
week throughoutthe country causing

have better facilities to accommo- great loss

(for

Qiamp Bavin,

L HOLMES A CO

Mich., March l*t.

1879.

41

start-

ing line at 4 p. m., 5 min. and 55 sec., los1878, 840; ing the race by 42 minutes and 10 seconds.

All Kinds of Spectacles.

PIMPLES.

quainted with and tyow to procure ihe Bushels of potatoes, 210; number of
Everything passed off pleasantly, and we
of
best seed grains for certain localities, and
milch cows at present, 180; Horses, 112; bear Mr. Odell will have bis boat refitted,
Ing a luxariant growth of hair on a bald bea<
that the changing of seed frequently be- Cattle other than cows, 40; sheep, 2;
and try it again. That’s right. Thert is Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed. smooth face. Address. IndoelngSc.atamp,
comes a necessily no farmer will deny. 7l hogs, 99.
BEN. VANDKLF * CO., to Ann St., N.
no finer Lake in the State for boat racing.
HoiiAND, March U, 1878.
fi-iy.
i-a

Fall Line

Gold

Feu.

JOHN REED’S THOUGHTS.
Thoro’s t milt on the meftdowbelow; the berringfrogiobip and cry;
It's chill when the inn ii down, end the sod ii not

yetdry:

In an hour's time thev were all en- rectly toward Uiem, making better
The world la fc lonely place, it fteenu,end I don’t
l knqiwtrt®..,}.
.1^4. t\i
t ’ J sconced at Uncle Rudolph’s, close to speea in his terror than it was possibly
the blazing pine logs in tne capacious for their freighted animal to make. Tne
I see, fti I lean on the fence, how wearily
chimney, and the black horse was snug- fierce wolves were jnst behind him, At
With the feel of the aprlng in hi* bones, like weak
ly stabled.
last they spring upon him. Some fasten
and elderly
rve had it a many a time, bnt we must work when
The day passed away pleasantly. The on his side, some on his neck, and he is
we can. .
*
sun was not much more than an hour pulled to the earth within 200 yards of
high when the black horse and sleigh the terrifiedoccupants of the sleigh.
Bnt day dtier day'to toil, and trer from inn to
were brought out for the visitors’ reThey have reached and passed the
Though up to the B6ason*a front and nothing be left turn. Unlco Rudolph urged them to
dump
of fir trees, and Catharina knows
undone
• •
•*
Im ending at IS li^s a clock, and beginning again stay all night, as a heavy cloud was ris- that it is only a mile and a half to her
ing in the east, and be was fearful that father’s house. Hope springs np once
* /t.
Af r
a storm of snow would catch them.
more, as she sees the horse palled down
The fron main a sorrowful noise, and yet it’! the
“That’s a small matter," replied Cath- behind them, for she trusts that the
time theymate; • .. r
There’s something oomee with the spring, a light- arina. “We can go home before sunravenous beasts will be satisfied for a
ness or else a weight;
down,
even
if it was to commence snow- time with their prey. But, to her conmere’s somethingcornea with the spring, and it
ing now, and we must go, as father has sternation, she sees that the body of
seems to me it's fate;

/

Dan

,

man;
.

ft

-

.

.

'
*..1

•>

•

\

1

.

businessat Nikolsk to-morrow, and will
want the horse and sleigh."
“I would have felt easier,” said Uncle
Rndolph, “as yon must go, had yon
go. ;r"A
started earlier; for, if night catches
you, the wolves, you know, are so ravMy life la lucky eaongh,I fancy, to moat men's
enously hungry now that they would
1
For the mores family grows, the oftener some be sure to attack yon.”
oat dies,
“No danger of night or the wolves
And IPs now run on so long, it couldn't be otherWisa.
'
either catching us,” replied Catharina,
IPs the hankering after a Ufa that you newer have
learned to know; < J'
IPs the discontentwith a life th*ti» always thug
and so:
IPs the wonderingwhst We are and where we are
going to

eyes,

i.

And

.Jans^knd fmywlf’ ws hare learned to
daimaad
> 17. .
She rules in the bouse at will, and I in the barn
andfl^pj' *, '•
> v*
So, nigh upon thirty yetoa.l-M if writtenand
signed and sealed.
sister

plaid;
)

couldn't change If I would; I've lost the how and
the when;
One day my time will be np. and Jane be the mis
I

-

trees then, •*
For single women are tough and live down the

ingle

men.

v

1/

1

me so to herself,she wsa always the
strenger hand.
And my lot showed well enough when I looked
around In the land;
But I’m tired and sore at heart, and I don't quite
She kept

underatand.
wonder bow U had been

if I'd

taken what others

nesd.

The plague, they say, of A wife, tbs care of a
youngerbreedr
If Edith Pleasantonnow were near me as Edith
Beedf
'

Suppose that a son well grown were there in the
place of Dan,
And I felt myself in him, as I was when my work
began?
I should feel uo older, rare, and certainlymore a

man!
A daughter, besides,in the bouse; nay, let there be
two or three!
We never can overdo the luck that can never be,
And what baa come to the most might also have

come

ms.

to

the horse

is

soon covered with the snarl-

ing and fighting brutes, and that numbers more, withont ever halting, rush on
after them. ''

;

A few seconds more and

they are

frightfully near. Catharina breathes a

prayer to God for mercy, and hugs her
brother and sister closer in her arms.
To complete the terror of the situation,
one shaft breaks, and the sleigh is
gayly, as she jumped into the sleigh.
jerked from side to side by the furious
Christine and Rndolph, Jr., got in
bounds of the terrifiedhorse, desperateafter her, and Uncle Rndolph wrapped
ly striving to escape its insatiatepurthe blanketswarmly about them. They
suers. But, alas! by this accident his
gave him and the family, who had come
speed is materiallychecked, and in a
to see them off, a cheerful good-by, and
moment more the savage and bloodaway they sped on their return.
thirsty wolves are at the side of the
Several miles were traversed, when
sleigh.
Catharina became aware that the clond
Catharina gives herself up for lost.
which had threatened them when they
started had now overspread the whole She sees the gleaming of the fierce
heavens. In a few minutes more the brutes’ wild, yellowish eyes, and hears
snow began coming down rapidly, and their long white tusks grinding and
the fall kept increasing until it was al- snapping, one against another, as they
thirst for her blood. A fearful resolve
most blinding.
comes
over her. She will arise and
Another mile was traversed,when
spring
from
the sleigh, and, perhaps,
Cathcrina, with some alarm, noticed
that the beaten track by which they by giving herself as a sacrifice, Chrishad come was entirely obscured. Land- tine and Rudolph may be saved. Some
marks were so few and far between, of the wolves are already nearly in
front, and will soon spring in. She grasps
that, with the blinding snow driving in
her face, she was fearful that she

might

keep to the proper
route; and, to add to her fears, the
horse seemed disposed (so she thought)
not be enabled to

the

back

posts of

the

sleigh, and tries

to raise herself up to carry out Her fear-

day.

And share and

sharo in a life Is, somehow, a different thing
From property held by deed, and the riches that oft
take wing.
I feel so close in the breagt !— I think it must be the
spring.
‘

I'm drying up like a brook when the woods have
been cleared around;
You're sure It must always run, you are used to the
tight and sound,
But it shrinks till there’s only left s stony rut in

ground.

the

There's nothing to do but to take the days as they
come and go,
And not to worry with thoughts that nobody likes
to

There's times when the way is plain, and everything r early right.
And then of • sudden you stand lik« a man with a
cloud* d

sight;

.

1

TT

.

A bosh seems often a beast In the dusk of a falling

night.

mediately following this decission of the
Federal Gonrt comes one of the 8npreme Court of Dakota Territory, regarding the title to certain mining
propertv in the Black Hills region,
whioh declares that ho title to land can
be acquired until the country is ceded
to the Government by its Indian owners. From these two decisions, whioh
supplement and reinforce each other,
the logical and legal corollaryis inevitable that those who venture upon the
Indian reservations are trespassersand
may be repelled by force; and that the
military, who are relied upon to quell
any outbreak of the Indians, may take
means to prevent such outbreaks by
forcibly preventing unlawful invasions
of the Indians’ country by white adventurers.—CTiicapo Journal.
The New Northern Pacific Railroad Bill.

I

must move: my joints are

atiff,the

weather la

breeding rain.
And Dan la hurrying on with his plow-team up the
lane.
Ill go to the villageatore; I’d rather not talk with
Jane.
—Bayard Taylor.

A

WOLF ADVENTURE.

In European Russia, not far from the
sixth parallel of latitnde,and some
twelve miles from Nikolsk, lived a young
peasant girl by the name of Catharina
l)aro8koi. Catharina was a lovely girl
— the fairest in all that section— and
had many admirers among the rude
Russian pesantry, and many had sought
to win the affections of the bright-eyed
Catharina; but to Bnrio Petroski she
had given her heart and hand, and they
were to be married Christmas.
Our story opens in the month of October. Stern winter, in that high
northern latitnde, had already bound
np nature in his icy fetters. A white
mantle of snow covered the earth, and
hither and thither the sleighs by day
merrily traversed the thinly-settled region, while by night the wolves alone
roamed over the wide wastes, ravenously seeking dbat they might devour, and
woe betide i&e beast caught withont the
fold. Oathairina’s father had prepared
for the winter. His stock was all
housed, and fuel and provisionslaid in.
His family consisted of himself, wife
and three J child ren-^Catharina, 18;
Christine, 12; and Rudolph, 10.
Rnric Petroski, Catharine's betrothed, lived but a few miles distant,
and was, aa might be expected, a frequent visitor.
"
Catharina had an uncle, who, with his
familv, resided about eight miles from
her fathers house. It was an easy
stretch in the smooth -running sleigh,
with the powerful black horse, so gentle
yet so strong and enduring, and Catharina often drove over to hei Uncle
Rndolph’s in an hour’s time.
On the morning of the 12th of October, Catharina concluded’ to pay her
uncle a visit, and Christine and. Rudolph were to accompany her. They
wrapped themselves up warmly in furs
and blankets, and the sleigh was
brought eut by their father, and, soon
after sunrise, they started, Catharine's
father telling her to be sore to come
back that night, as he wished to go to
Nikolsk upon business on the morrow.
Catharina told him that they wonld

“

And Jane Sophia sopranosings,

wlnn

So high yoa’d think, her voice had

To soar above ail earthly things.
When ahe leads off on Sunday;
While Ann Marla’s alto choice
Ringa out in such harmonious voice
That ainnera In the church rejoice
And with she'd sing till Monday.
Then Obadlah'a tenor high
Is unsurpassedbeneath the sky— !
Jnst hear him aing “ Sweet By-and-By,”
And yon will ait in wonder;
While Jedekiah's bass profound
Goes down so low It jars the gaonnd
And wakes the echaes miles around
Like distantrolling thunder.
Talk not to me of Patti'sfame,
Or Nicolinl’s tenor tame,
Or Cary's alto— but a name—
Or Whitney’s pond’ronabasso I
They sing no more like Jane Sophia
And Ann Maris, Obsdiah
And Jedekiah, in our ohoir,
Than cats sing like Tomasso 1
Ifcnry F. King.

PITH AND POINT.
Pleasing husbandry--Plantingkisses.
The earliest spring— The bull-frog’s.
‘ Greatly to his credit” — A bank de-

The followingare the leading provision? of the bill which has been intro- posit.
duced at the present session of Congress
A movement on foot — Stepping on
for ten years’ extension of time to the
corns.
Northern Pacific. It is claimed by its
Wet goods— Books in the running
friends that there is a good prospect of
brooks.
its becoming a law :

The army at the polls—
1. That the company shall, within one
year of the enactment of this bill, com- barbers.
mence work on

the main line, at or near
Umatilla,Ore., complete not less than
200 miles of its road eastwardly every
year thereafter,and shall construct a
total of at least 100 miles of the main
line within two years from same date,
and not less than 100 miles of the main
line each year thereafter, including the
25 miles per annum expressly designated.
2. The main line between Portland and Umatilla shall be constructed
on the south side of the Columbia.
3. That, with the exception of the
land heretoforeearned by the company,
all agriculturallands within its grant
shall be open to purchase from the company, by actual settlers, in tracts of 160

least two miles out of their way, so that placed in the bottom of the sleigh a tin
they were now fully six miles from vessel, and in it a bunch of tow, well

,

In oar choir.

and do not
trespass on forbidden ground. Im-

•

show,

For people so seldom talk of the things they want
to know.

With Obaaiah
And JpAeklah,

long as they obey the laws

but Christine clasps her
so tight, in her wild terror, that she canto oblique to the right, as if to avoid not arise. One of the wolves springs at acres each, at the price of $2.50 pdr acre.
the pnow that came whirling and beat- her, and she strikes wildly at it. Its
The extension of time and continuing in his face. Catharina drew the tusks are fastened in her sleeve, and ance of all former rights and franchises
left rein tightly, and forced him to face part of it is tom away.
are also made conditionalupon the reJnst at this criticalmoment she hears quirementsthat said company shall
the driving storm. Now, unfortunately. the •
had changed, a wild shout in front of her, and at a. complete its road around the cascade of
and Catherina knew it not. The glance discovers some one in a sleigh Columbia river within two years, and
instinct of the horse was correct, close upon them. She beholds a flash, around the Dalles of Columbia within
and she was wrong, as she soon discov- and hears the roar of a gun, and sees three years, from the enactment of this
ered to her dismay. The sleigh run the wolves drop back in alarm. In an- bill, and that in the use of these portage
into a deep gully and capsized, casting other instant she recognizes her lover, railroadsthe company shall make no
its occupants into a huge snow-drift Rurio Petroski,as they dash by each discrimination or excessive charges
The gentle horse stopped, obedient to other, and with a glad crv of relief she against any person or corporation. All
the reins, and Catharina and her feels that they are saved from the most lands heretofore withdrawn from the
youthful companions gathered them- horrible of deaths.
branch line are to be restored to the
selves up. worse scared than hurt, RuRuric, who thus so opportunely ap- public domain, except for a distanceof
dolph and Christine both crying in peared on the scene, had come late in twenty miles north of the portion now
much alarm. Catharina comforted the evening to see his betrothed Cath- completed, from Tacoma to Wilkeson,
them as much as she was able, and they arina, and, of course, had not found her Washington Territory.
set to work to right the sleigh.
The bill embodies the provisions of
at home. As the snn declined, and the
This was a task of some difficulty, and shades of night began to gather, Ruric the House bill last year, protecting the
occupied time— precious time. When and Catharina’s parents became alarmed rights of homestead and pre-emption
at last they succeeded in getting the for the safety of the absent ones, fear- settlementsmade prior to the receipt of
orders of withdrawal at local land offices,
sleigh upon its runners,it was about ing just what had really happened.
Ruric determined to go in quest of and, in conclusion,authority is reserved
half full of snow, and this they had to
cast out as best they could. Finally, them. Knowing the dangerous nature for Congress to amend or repeal this
they all got into the sleigh once more, of the wolves, pressed as they were now act at any time (having due regard for
and Catharina looked around her. She with hunger, he felt satisfied that his the rights of the company), and to prorecognized the locality,bnt was startled trusty double-barreled gun would not vide by law against discrimination and
to discoverthat that they had come at be suffibientto keep them at bay ; so he excessive charges.
ful resolution,

There's Jane Sophia]
And Ann Maria,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness so

wind

thought, when a neighbor's wife or his child
was carried away,
That to have no loss was a gain; bnt now— I can
hardly say;
He seems to possess them still under the ridges of
I’ve

OUR CHOIR.

return withont fail, and away they went,
Oh, how ardently Catharina hoped and the prisonersin question must,
merrily singing a lively song as they that the horse might take some otner therefore, be released from custody by
rapidly glided along over the crisply- course, and lead the yelling pack away the military authorities; and that Infrozen snow.
from them I Bnt no; on he came di- dians have the inalienable right to life,

London

To make a
onion on

eye water—

Stick

an

it.

How to
Put two

fine

The world’s

fat

get up a spring meeting—
men in a light buggy.

When does
long? When

a man smoke a cigar too
he smokes it too short.

The three cusses— the crocus, the circus, and the tramp cuss— are abroad id
the land.

Two

sisters— twins— have to be told

everythingtogether, because they are
so exactly alike that they can’t be told
apart.

“Leadville, within one year, will

become the largest city between St.
Louis and San Francisco,” says the
Central (Col.) Register.

Everything is

adulterated,

and

it is

to be feared that the sweet by-and-by
will contain an injurious amount of
glucose and muriate of tin.

The number of

flies tJat are chewed
annually by careless tea-drinkers,
who mistake them for tea-leaves,is beyond all earthly computation.

np

A

sewing-machine agent, who was
very ill, being told that he must prepare to pay the debt of nature, wanted
to know if it couldn’tbe paid on the
monthly installmentplan.
“
“
"

Papa, what made you go to the war!"
Bald Jennie,cilmbiug on my chair.
You might have had two flngeramore
To twine amid my flowing hair "
Why, dear, they drafted your brave pa,
And I lost these fingerson s saw.’’

— Cincinnati Star.

Mamma— “Now, Arthur, be a good
bov and take your medicine, or mamma
wiU be very angry.” Arthur (after mature deliberation) — “I would rather
mamma was very angry.”
To Be Trusted.

—One
-

grocer asked
& man to be
misted? ” “I think you'll find him so,”
was the reply. “If you trust him once
you’ll trust him forever. He never

p.’iother

:

“Is Col.

pays.”

Statistics.

the horse in the sprinkledwith powder. He also hurHe was about to kiss her, when sudannual summary of births,
right direction,and, giving him the riedly prepared some pine torches,the*
deaths, and causes of death in the large denly he drew back in evident alarm.
reins, they started forward once more. ends finely split, and dipped in a resincities of England for 1878 furnishes “Oh, George, what is it? ” said she anxTheij: progress was slow, as the way ous compound, so that they might be
some interestingstatistics with refer- iously. “Onions,” was all the reply he
they were now traversing was uneven, and easily ignited. Being provided with a
ence to London. Its population ex- made as he glided on in the moonlight.
the snow was drifted up in many places, flint and steel, he knew that he could
ceeds 3,500,0u0, and, if the suburbs are —Providence Press.
have a blaze in an instant, and he knew
so that it was difficult to get through
included, 4,500,000. It almost equals
Instruction in astronomy—“And
and Catharina,in much alarm, began to that the wolves wonld keep at a respectthat of Paris, Berlin, and Vienna, and
now, young gentlemen, which of you
see thst night was approaching,and un- ful distance from it.
with its suburbs it equals the populacan tell me the name of the greatest of
Thus prepared, he started out, and
less they soon struck the regular track,
tion of the capitals of France, Prussia,
the planets— the champion planet, so to
and hurried forward very rapidly indeed, met Catharina and her companionsin
Austria, and Russia. The area of the
speak— of our solar system ? ” Student
it wonld overtake them before they the very nick of time, as we have recity is 122 square miles, and the density
—“I can, sir. It’sSaturn.” “And how’s
reached home. She now wished that corded. As soon as he fired at the
of population 29,392 people to the that, pray ? ” “Why, because he carries
she had taken her uncle’s advice, and wolves, he wheeled his sleigh and folsquare mile ; the proximity of the popthe bek.”
remained until the morrow. She lashed lowed closely after the others. The
ulation 11.04 yar s from each other.
the horse, and he exerted himself to the wolves, that had only been startledfor
’TIS EVER THUS.
With the above density, the mortality
We stood b« side the garden gate;
utmost ; ‘yet so deep was the snow in an instant, quickly recovered, /and
should be 35.2 per 1,000, but from 1874
Her hand I gently prassMl,
many places that several times Catha- bounded forward again. Ruric imme- to 1878 it has been reduced as low as
And, blushing sweet, she laid her head
Upon my Marseille! vest
rina thought that they would be com- diately struck a shower of sparks from
22.8. The registered deaths are 83,895,
“Wilt thou be miner’ I whispered soft,
pelled to get out before the sleigh could his flint into the powder and tow, which
" O, darling,answer yes.
and, the births being 129,184, they exceed
instantly ignited with a flash. He
pass through the drift.
Give sweet consent, and wo will seal
the former by 45,489. As to tho causes
The compact with a kiss.
At last they reached the regular quickly lighted from the blaze a couple of death, the report says
O. let me have your answer, love,
route, as Catharina knew by the actions of pine torches, and, driving up by the
In tones soil as a lute."
The causes of death in inner London
She raised her head and answeredthus:
of the horse. He bounded forward side of Catharina’ssleigh, he gave her
include 18,220 by zymotic diseases, 15,“The olJ man’s coming, scoot
with more freedom, and gave a joyful one of them ; and, thus defended from
The love 1 felt was far outweighed
500 by constitutionaldiseases,37,825
By tear of being booted
whinny, expressive of relief. But, their fierce pursuers,they soon arrived
by local diseases, 8,695 by developNo single moment I delayed.
alas! Catharina saw that night was safely at home, to the great joy and reBut droppedher hand and scooted.
mental diseases, 3,310 by violent deaths.
closing around them ; and she knew, by lief of all parties.
Small-pox was fatal to 1,416 persons,
A brace of young swells jumped on
the clump of fir trees in the distance,
who at various ages died of that disease board an open car on Indiana avenue,
that her none was yet full four miles
in London, whereas only 17 died in 19
Civil Rights for the Indians.
the other evening,one of them seating
away.
country towns. Measles was less fatal
himself
beside a rustic-looking old genThe snow was not falling so rapidly,
Probably no judicial decision affectthan usual, and scarlet fever was much
tleman, the other taking the seat oppoand Catharina hoped that she would be ing the rights of Indians has been made
less fatal than usual. Whooping-cough
site. Number one winked at his comable to gain home ere daylight en- in this country of so much importance
was more than usually fatal; the excess
panion, ^and, adjusting his quizzing
tirely departed and she did not appre- to that race as that rendered a few days
of deaths was 1,665. Scurvy and puerglass, turned to the old gentleman and
hend mneh danger from the wolves until ago by the United States District Court
pra were more than usually prevalent.
said, “Aw! you aw fwom the counthen.
at Omaha. If undistnrbedby the
Of alcoholism 202 persons died, which
twa, I pewceive.”“Yes, sir; but, alOn they sped, and another mile was courts above, as probably will be the
number is above the average. There though' your eyes look weak and my
traversed when suddenly Catharina’s case, the effect of this decision must be
was an excessive number of deaths sight is very good, I must say yon can
heart sank within her in dread, for sl^e to give a new status to the rights of the
from bronchi us. The deaths from see more at the first glance than I can.”
heard the distant howl of a wolf; and Indian, and to point to a new method
ovarian dropsy were 60, whereas the
“You don’t say so ! Pway how is that?”
know that not many minutes wonld of adjusting some of \he difficulties
annual number of deaths in the previ- “Why, at the first glance I took you for
elaose before it wonld be on her track, whioh have existed between the white
ous ten years was 33. The deaths from
a gentleman." Swell Jode half a bio ;k
with many more at its heels. • The and native races ever since their joint
childbirth were 255 ; 2,916 persons died
further.— Chicago Journal.
horse heard the howl of its enemy as occupahoy of this country. • ' i:
from accident or negligence, 78 by homiwell as she, and increased his speed to
The case of the Ponca Indians in the
cide, 315 by suicide, and 1 was executed.
the utmost.
Federal Court at Omaha was one
A Wasp’s Nest
The number of persons killed in the
Again the howl broke on the terri- brought upon a writ of habeas corpus
“A wasp’s nest has 15,000 cells,” and
streets of London was 287— how is not.
fied Cathari&a’sear, and this tiipe it was to determine by what authority the
stated in three cases; J7 were killed by the greatest of these “cells”is to sit
answered by others. Soon it grew United States military commanders held
horses, 12 by carriages,14. by omni- down on the nest under the mistaken
nearer, and Catharina wildly urged the these Indians in custody, ot intended
buses, 10 by tiam-cars,34by cabs, 73 by impression that all the wasps have gone
horse forward, while Christineand Ru- to convey them forcibly to certain reservans and wagons, 11 by drays, 63 by to the seaside or somewhere on a visit.
dolph clung to her with cries of terror. vations in the Indian Territory. The
A single wasp, loafing in the back kitcarts.
Nearer and nearer approached the howl- gist of the decisionof the court, whioh
chen, will give the sitter a warm receping pack. Catharinalooked behind, was very broad and explicit in construcThe writer of a letter in the London tion. And no doubt a married one
and saw a, horse tanning for life, closely tion, was that an Indian is a person Times points out that an ounce of bread would treat him in the same manner.—
followed by a long string of wolves, within the meaning of top law in this wasted daily in each household in Entheir dark bodies plainly to be seen out- country, and entitled to relief in the gland and Wales means about 25,000,000
lined on the white bosom of the snow. civil courts when unlawfullydeprived of quarter loaves, the product of 30,000
A Manchester (N. H.) child, named
Some horse had escaped from his liberty; that no rightfulauthority ex- acres of wheat in a year; while an Whitten, had its health mined by havowners care, and was now about to pay ists for sending law-abiding Indians to onnee a week of meat wasted amounts ing red pepper put on its tongue at
his life a penalty for the act.
new reservations withont their consent, to some 300,000 sheep.
school for whispering.

home. She headed
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people, and the growth of the people is

almost miraculous.Ten years since,
the population of Minneapolismight
have been counted by hundreds; to-day
it numbers upwards of 40,000. Within
three years all the available land in the
Red River valley will probably be
settled on and sold. So if any man
thinks of going he had best delay no
longer. Minnesota is no Castle of
Indolence. Some hardships every
emigrant must expect to undergo. His
labor, for the first two vears, will probably be more severe than in England.
But, his ties to home once severed, he

How

It Looks to mi Englishman*-— Brltoni
Advised to Pack Their Trunks and Emigrate at Onoe.

[From the London Times.]

Trade is

reviving in

the United

States, while it is decliningin

England.

Why should that beK An Bngliflh
asking that qqestioQi4 America is generally answered to this effect
“ We are prospering because, unlike
you, we are no longer manufacturing at
a loss. Since 1973 we have dosed a
large proportion both of mills and foundries', and many of our mechanics have
:

become farmers. Consequentlyless

is

made, but what is made' spile well.
“ While Great Britain persistsin spinning more cotton and puddling more
. iron than her customers want, the price
botlr of her cotton and her iron will
continuallyfall. If the present stagnation of trade is indeed caused by overproduction,entailing large stocks of unsalable goods being left on the manufacturers’ hands, it would seem as if the
present policy of adding to those stocks
must result in perpetuating that stagnation. Better to make little and sell
at a profit than make much and sell at
a loss.

English manufacturers and English
workmen will do well to seek fresh
employment for their capital If they
hold on, hoping against hope that, the
era of bad trade once past, England
will regain the monopoly of manufacturing for the world, they will be acting
like, the foolish ostrich who, burying
her head in the sand, refuses to see
what all around her can see.
44 We
have long since said that we
will not take her manufactures, and
now Germany, France, and Russia seem
to be saying the same thing.' If England chooses to lend out her capital to
foreign countries, as she did prior to
1873, the countries so favored will no
doubt be very glad to buy English iron
with English gold. But, without the
gold, foreign countries lack either the
means or the inclinationto buy the
“

iron.

will

never regret

choice. He

his

his

1878.
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The very beet goods
direct fnm the Im-
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claj? Monthly paper,devoted to the growing of

“Rennie.” lm* bad the care ot a Urge Garden snd
Greenhouse for the last fifteenyears. Only 60 rente per
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year with a premium.
We will send the Journal for one year, and any one o
the following collections of plants or seeds, free by mail
to any part of the United BUtee, on receipt of 60 cents:
No. 1—1 Uonthly Rose, S Fuchsias,8 Geraniums, I
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and Grasse*.
No 18-6 papers Seeds of Ornamental Climbers.
No. 19—6 papers Seeds of EverlastingFlowers.
No. 30—8 Choice Hardy Shrubs.
The great interest In the thrilling history «f our counNo. 21—3 Climbing Roses.
try makes this the fastest-sellingbook ever published.
No. 22-3 varieUe#of PerennialPhlox.
Prices reduced 83 per cent It U the most complete HisNo. 11—13 papersof Choice Vegetable Seed.
tory of the U. H. erer published.Bend for extra term* to
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soldiers-Pensioners

»it.: At PaBU. 1867 : VlXXXA.1878; SakTUOO, 1876
Philadelphia. 1876 ; Pa tun, 1878 ; *nd Grand Swedish
Gold Meda^., 1878. Only American Organs ever awarded highesthonore at any such. Sold for cash or Install,
menta. ILLUSTRATEDCataloguesand Circulars, with
new styles and prices, sent free. MASON A HAMLIN
;
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Aiihkars op PgMaioN Bill furnishedgnsJNbauWy to
re7«l<.r•iihtrribtri
only,and such claims (Bed In Pension
umce vuhoui rharyr. January nuiaber u specimen
^pyfreo. 8*nd fork OKORGK K. LBMONA GO..
W sshlngton. D. O. l,nck Box

The complexion of persons whoso digestion
out of order, who are bilious, or who lack
vigor, always exhibits an unhealthy tint It is
ORGAN CO. BOSTON, NEW YORK, or CHICAGO.
by regulatingthe bodily organs and promoting
WARMER BRO’S Cttnat.*
digestion and assimilation, that the parchment
receive*tileIKclx-sl Me'M «Un
nt
hue indicative of ill health is banished from
I’ARIM EXPOSITION
nv»r . ' um rli'aii('•.nnu-tlti.i
> ! .-Ir
tho cheeks. To rectify the fault of a sallow
FLEXIBLE HIP CORSET
'1 ua mmi iinmI In Uie world ior invalids,ana readily
complexion, uso Hostettor’s Stomach Bittoro,
lUol-uut*. wabsahtkd hui n .r.-nx
taken by thp little folks. WOOLR1CH A CO. on every
ilftv-M
nv.r Iha hie*. Prt.»$|? T -Ian invigorantand alterative which removes
label.
IMPROVED HEALTH CORSET
those obstaclesto renewed strength, physical
UmsiMwIllithe Taiul'HiiDu-. u..tcb
comfort and personal attractiveness— an imI* »nfl snd flrxIM* sii. I ruliuln. nu
bones.Prlr* by mill, II. Ml.
perfect digestionand secretion, and a disorPur'sleky tlllesillnemerchants.
dered condition of the bowels. Persistencein
WARNER BROS., 851 Broadway. S. v.
the use of this inestimable corrective and tonic
Bnpplieg for Ixxigog, Chop ter*,
will assuredlyresnlt in renewed physical reguand Commandeiies.manufactr
larity and vigor, will tend to increase bodily
, Ured by AT. C* Miry x Co., Columsubstance, and cause the glow aud glear color
bus, O. Send for Price Lists.
k
being
formed
at
Buffalo,
N.
Y..
to
settle
a
(met
of
of health to return to the sallow, wasted cheek.
tt**KnlghtsTemplar Uniforms a Specialty.
seven thousand acre*. Those wishing to know all
Military,Society, and Firemen'sGoode.
“Practical Science. ”
about it and CaliforniaColonies, can, by addressing
"
California Colony. 14 W. Swan 8t., Buffalo,N. Y.. or
is

The Wtew Men of the lannd. the Dtvtae,the
Phrslcian,the Judge, ose dally. In their own bomee,
and recommendto all Invalids and suffecen from Dyesvegsasse,

CALIKMA

776

the Family Medicines manufactured Dr.
Pierce. No remedies ever offered the afflicted
give such perfect satisfaction as Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery and Dr. Sage’s Ca-

Wendell Easton,23 Montgomery

COLONY

8t.,

«e|s>w

a

Tarrant^ ifferYPhcciitSoltxer Aperient,
and most reliable medicine ever offered to

as the beet

JAPONIFIER
U Ui. Old R.ltol. ConwiMed Lr<

FOR FAMILY
.

SOAP-MAKINfi.

IT IS FULL WMIQHT AND Brit KNOTS.
The market la flooded, with (eoealkd) Ootieentratod
which la adultoratodwtih e*U and Mta, awl went
seep.

Lye.

to

BATS MOSMT, AND BUT TEW

jOFTNHON’S

SaponIreR

NEW METHOD OF HARMONY,

Pennsylvania Salt Manuff .Oo,

By A. N. Johnson. (11.00.) Just published.

toWfTaADVT.FMIA

MIDI BT TH1

San Francisco, GaL

Chills & Fever

»

and Rhnnit
Great and good Remedy,

MASONIC

&

•

iplalnte.Gout

This new »H>ok la so simple and clear In tte explanaCured
urrd every time by Dr. Mutton's Ainiixoiilnn
Ainnxoiilan
Mpeclflr.
peclfle. N.
No failures.Certain, safe and mkhhIv. The tions that any music teacher or anuteur can get an exonly
ly reliable remedy. 1 box TiO rt*.. 1 dor. *1.00. cellent idoa of the science by simplyreadingIt through.
Sent
mt by mall on receipt of amount. G.W. Woods, AI.D.,
M.D., At the same time, a most thoroughoourae Is marked out
Sherman City, Kansas, aaya : '• I gave your Pills to four for tho*e who wisn to he composers,Includingwork for
patients the aarne day. snd broke up the ( bill* on three many months, without,or stillbetterwith a teacher.
of thorn the third day after." A trial wilt convince. Thnunamb ran noir learn that Aar* sot hitherto been able
i

•

Address

Mil

Sl'TTOX IIA.VF'G CD..
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to

do
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fe^SETHTHOMAS^

pays!

Momma

la

cod-uveh on

V

n
MSS

New York,
Itoauto8,Ct.\Tn

4ad

to.

receivedwith

greatestfaTHE GOSPEL OF JOY the
vor oy all who

"

have wAvsiiiiauu
iimvvx
axamlnod It,
sk, aestu
and is, ua
In aiwna
Itself,
• teaiuuti/
already m
a rkmil
great mui*sacce*s. Send for It Use It In Conventions, Sabbath
School Gathering*,and " Con"**—*
p'*1—
and Prayermeetinga. (36 eta.)

CLOCKS
rou

glish axes, because they can not chop.
•‘
ROLLER'S
Nine out of every ten agricultural in- farrh Remedy.
cod uvER
ventions are born in our workshops,
GOODNEWK By J. M. McIntosh. (16 eta.)
The average rate upon the funded
(MINING RIVER. By II. B. A W. O. Pkukinb
and consequently nine out of every ten
(86 eta.)
debt will be only 4.4 on the 1st of
agricultural implements used in Canada
award at 111 World’s Expositions,
and at Parts, 1878. RIVER OF LIFE. By Puxinb A Bf.ntlt.
August,
after
the
completion
of
the
reBold by Druggtsta.W.P .Hchieflelln & Co.,
(86 ota.)
are bought in the United States.
Cures Klduey, Bladder and
funding process, against the average
LIVING WATERS. By D. F. Hodoeb. (SScU.)
Urinary Diseases.Diabetes,
“England is burdened with a larger
Gravel snd Dropsy, Retention CHORAL PRAIME. By J. H. Watfiuh hy.
rate of 6.4 in 1865. The improvement
agricultural and a larger manufacturing
(Meta.)
snd Incontinenceof Urine.
in the rate has been 2 per cent., and the
DC NT’ 8 REMEDY
population than she can well support.
Five Sunday School Song Books thst It is hard to beat,
decrease of the funded debt about
Cures Pain In the Back, Bide snd which containa great deal of fine music to be found
When the pastures of Dakota and the
or Loins, NurrousProstra- nowhere else.
$360,000,000. Decrease in the annualtion snd Bright’s Diseaseof
corn lands of Minnesota are fairly
the Kldnevs. lit N T’S
Any book mulled,post-free,for retailprice.
interest charge of the debt^S, 000, 000.
REMEDY cures all Dlsopened up, her farmers will he worse off
e*s»e of the Kidneys, Bladder snd Urinary Orgi
leans.
OLIVER MTSON & CO., Bostun.
than her mechanics. With beef selling
Published testimony establishesthe fact TKY IKUXT’M REMEDY.
______ ^ ____ Bend for
for pamphle
pamphlet to
WM. B. CLARKE, Providence.R. L
next summer in London at fid. a pound, that Scovill’s Blood and Livkb Strut is a
(7. II. Ditaon 6i
J. K. Dltsou A Co.,

^

W

l^'Y.g^gl&fTwSSflite

$777

V

Fruits Flower* nna Vegetables, contains a large amount
of original matter,by practical gardener*. The editor.

|
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*
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Read!

Ladies,

1

I WANT

a... aa4
lahalerf

AUffs r..f. BUTiarx 4 r-l-a
Sto Stoi^ kM. Tbtmmkmmmfl

gSUiSt, New York.

For the faatoet-eeUingBOOK In
the market. New. low-prioed,lm-

----

MintlTYt

Ahltflff haBit & skin dibeabhs:

Have

:

American cotton to English shoddy, and
Canadian lumberman will not buy En-

Hn

------- -- —

.

we think objectionable, and the published an1878.
$88,522
$H«,572.2:W alysis should increase, rather than retard, their
United State* .............47,785,688 51,882,669 sale. To us, it seems a little unjust to call a
“In the one case a decrease of $28,000,- man a quack, simply because he seeks to reap
as muen pecuniary reward as other classes of
000, in the other an increase of $4,000,inventors.'’ The English Press is conservative,
000.
yet, after a careful examinationof all the evi“Unpatriotic Canadian ladies prefer dence, it not only indorses but recommends
............

£

frr^Ft

-----

parishionersasked him the other day
why; he so significantly excluded the
KOHKKT
Hnx lOl.lllnadnle.lit.
Prince of Wales in his prayers for the
I
It
It.
royal family. “Exclude him?” the cuThe Beet Receipt In the World ft»r Mult.
1
rate asked, quite surprisedly. “What Ing Brcnd. Address “ W,“ Bok 704, Port,
land, Me., Innlosing ten cents and a tnree-cent stamp.
do you mean V” “Why,” she said, “ you
thl,lrh*lr,: "MooonUlnelaalways pray for all but Edward, Prince MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS tm*sUiIg*smll^Idl^<1
DemonttrniM b**> by HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL
Prire, >X/ 'v <>al« a year— special Inducements lo club*.
of Wales I ”
WORLD'S EXPOSITIONS FOR TWELVE YEARS, A proper blank to collectamount due under new

“Foreign protection has deprived Great
Britain of some of the continentalmarkets ; American competition is beating
her out of some of the neutral markets.
Take Canada, for instance. In 1873 Discovery and Sage’s Catarrh Remedy, recentand 1878 the value of goods entered for ly made by Prof. Chandler,of New York, and
others, says: “ Nothing was discoveredwhich
consumptionwas respectively from
Great Britain

Fl

Blocks makes
sent

1^"™™*'j. Book

BAXTSR

$10 to, wa„„v
$1000

A A M0NIH— hGENTS WANTED— 36 BEST
A. nil MUin« article* in the world; one sample
V U fr—. Add re— Jay Bmneon,Detroit, Mich.

The curate of a South London

ten “Awlbert* Edward. One of

da* A1'**6'* jj**"*"*

mhr

YPales.

church, whose pronunciation is more
pedantic than proper, has been very
justly snubbed for alludingto the heir
apparent as though his name were writ-

frac^B

Outfit

Addr

will

have exchangeddespondencyfor hope ;
he will be working not only for bare
life, but for prosperity in the future,
and with hope of the future those
troubles which might otherwise have
seemed unendurable will appear as
trifles unworthy of complaint.

The Prince of

$77

_

0^

TOWERS, /&'
OFFICJ58,

<rX

S&F

/

HOUSES,

NX

HUNT’S

REMEDY

Co.,

and wheat at 30s. ajquarter,how will her sterling remedy for scrofulous and other
disordersof a formidable type. Also that it
farmers pay their rents? Like the me- cures white swelling, carbuncles, eruptive
chanics, they will soon be seeking work maladies of all Hinds, gout and rheumatism.
It moreover promotes a secretion and flow of
elsewhere.”

v JEW/A

H43 Broadway.N.

_

Such, sir, are some of the American
arguments ; and, if they be as sound as
the American lands, every man out of
work had better pack up his trunk and
start at

once

for,

the Western

nels. The deplorableailments produced by
mercury are also remediedby it Druggiata
aell

lake. The settler may arrive in March,
plow his land in April, and reap his
harvest in July. The wheat is the
highest price is Chicago, and, 'in two
years’ time, with ordinary good fortune,
he should have replaced his original

SILVER MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.

long wanted a safe and reliable
remedy for the cure of Chills and Fever.
Quinine will cure it, but it disturbs the head
and the fever returns. Now, we see that
Messrs. Wheelock, Finlav A Co. publish the
composition of their Dr. F.JWilholt’s AntiPeriodio or Fever and Ague Tonic, which is
guaranteed a specific for tho cure of Chills
and Fever, Dumb Chills and all other diseases
produced by malaria. Try it It can be found
in every drug store.

The Celebrated
“ Matchless"
Wood Tag Plug
Tobacco.
The Pioneer Tobacco Oompant,
New York, Boston and Chicago.

,

•

•

Battle Creek, Mloh.

-

POMADE. COLD CREAM. CAMPHOR ICE and
TOILET MOAPH—areauporlortoanyilinllarones. Tnr
THKM.
COLGATE A CO., Hole Agents, New York.

Cvv V

36

and

60

cent size# of all onr

goods.
Hold hr

CHEW

NICHOLS, SHEPARD A CO.,

.

The moat valuablefamily remedy known for the treatment of wounds, burns, sores, cuts, skin dteeases, rheuymatism,chilblains, catarrh, hemorrhoids,rtc. Also, for
coughs, colds, aore throat, croup and diphtheria,etc.
Used and approved by the leadingphysicians ot Europe
snd America.
The toiletarticles made from pure Vssellno—inch as

com

NS

8c CO.

sll

Dmgelrt*

ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE

VIBRATOR”

«

THRESHING MACHINERY.
VflHK latehlem

m

Graln-SaTing. Tiae-8*r1ig,

and Mooey-Ssrlnf
Thmhers or this day and gtotra.
tlon. Beyond all rivalryfor Rapid Work, PcrlrctCWaalag,
and for Baring Oraia from Wastag*.

5

'

“A Slight Cold,"

Coughs.—Few are

For

aware of the importance of chocking a cough

Two

or “slight cold,” which would yield to a mild

remedy,

neglected, often attacks the lungs.

if

“Brown's Bronchial Troches* give sure and

Generations

THENEWYORKSUN.

almost immediate relief.

Thibty of the best organ makers of
the world are competitors at tho Paris Exposition. A cable dispatch to the AssociatedPress
snys two highest awards have been awarded to
tho American makers, Mason A Hamlin.

___
THE WEEKLY BUN

Is

TOe

will keep the queen of the kitchen good
na lured by providing Mann’s Tin-Rim Sieve.
Your hardware and grocery men keep them.

_

, Bbukkenvesb: Dr. D’Unger, discovererof
the Oinchona.remedy,cures all cases. Palmer
House, Chicago. Send for free pamphlet

Chew

Jackson's

i

^

—

pain, relieve
suffering, and save the lives of

men and

beasts than all other

linimentsput together* Why!

Beoaose the Mastang penethrough skin and

trates

flesh

ont
soreness and

to the very bone, driving

all pain

and

gTKANPowerThrraher*

u

Specialty. Special

AUB UnrivaledStram Thresher Hngfneg,
W both bl* and Twtlon, with TalaaM* laaptev*Parts

aa«nu,

beyond nay othermake or kind.

for

VIHE

*

ElfTIBK Threshing Kxpetatf (aad often

Uras to flva times that amount) can be mad* by tba
Bitre Grain RATED by (baseImproved Maeblna*.

g* BAIR Rnhwrs will nnt submit

lo the eaor*
moui wutaga of Grain and the Inferior work dona by
other auehinas, when oaca postedon tb* dlgereBea.

Wn

all

VMPOT Oalr Verily Superior for

Wheat, Onta,
Barley, Ryr, aad Uko Grain*,bat tb* Oaiv fincc***Thrwber In Flax, Timothy, Millet,Ciorer. aad Ilk*
Beads. Require* no "attachment*"
or •• rebuilding" to

Jbw

ful

ehaago from Grain

TX
*

ear

to

8ood*.

Thorough Workmunahlp, FleguutFinish,

Parfoetionad Part*. Campleteneuof P^olpmrat, etc.,
" tasaeom'*Thraslar Outflt* are Incomparable.

and supple health.

WXfdBEST!

KICK

.
41 CIO., Portland,
for Bart A«nfly Boalnaa* in
•rid. Kxponnra Outfit Free.

SENDH;

has done

more to assuage

ET

Sweet Nary Tobacco.

Smoke Pogua’a"SittingBull Dirham Tobacco."

*g pa*

anphattaaRy

SKY .A
svORGAN

The Mendelssohn Piano Co., No. 21 East 15th
Street, N. Y., soil Pianos at Factory Prices.
Write for a catalogue.
_

TANG LINIMENT,

Btatea

You

_

The good and staunch old
stand-by, MEXICAN MUS-

tbs largest circulationaad Is ths
cheapest god Burt inUrasUsg
lute restivepapar in tbs United

outlay.

Until this autumn, there being no
cheap means of transportation, muoh of
the grain could not be easily got to
market.
But a railway has now been opened
throughout the whole length of the
valley, and young fartners from Ontario
and the Eastern States are pouring in
by hundreds. Land is selling freely
fcr less than £1 an acre, and, while to
every healthy laborer Minnesota offers
good wages for har& work, to every
farmer owning £300 or £400 she offers
affluence, if not a fortune, anJ a certain
future for his children. There, as
elsewhere,the settler’s life is not fitted
for the weak or the sickly, but for the
industrioos and the robustr it is a life
full of promise.
In those life-givingWestern States
an energeticman may easily become in
turn farmer, storekeeper,banker, or,
if he will, Senator. He grows with the

Ctonnllnee*,
Durabilityand Cheap n e’w. U n pque led
MUUBE BltOk, Proprietor*
tore^ Canton, JUan

GraMMeflalatlMladelpliiaEnissiNiiD

We have

States.

In Minnesota, for instance, he will find
a country,not exactly flowing with milk
and honey, but rich beyond his most
extravagant hopes.
In the vale <k the Red river, though
the soil is more fertile than in the tropics, the air is more exhilarating than
champagne.The. rotation of crops is
an art unknown. For upward of forty
years crops of wheat averaging ^twenty
to twenty-five bushels to the acre have
been gathered off the same fields. Manure is never used, for the natural soil
is richer than manure. Nor does the
land need clearing. No forests encumber the varied expanse of prairie and of

'

it

922 Chestnnt 8L. Phila

VASELINE.

healthy bile and directs it into the proper chan-

“If the English trades unions were
practicablymanaged and would place
some of their starving members where
they could earn a living, all classes
would be benefited. The artisans remaining in the workshops would be
benefited by the consequentrise in
wages, while the employers would be
compensatedfor that loss by the relief
of the poor rates and the probable subsidence of bankrupt competition.”

Y.

3

MOCKING TlRD8tiiKi^tSr&
cage, exprwi naid. vrlthfood, waUir and dimottnna for
care. M..W.BAKK E«», Box
MB, D«IlS. Tana.
Xa

KanufaGiory'IdfiinEBORO^I
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LEADING MARKETS
OF THE WOBLDI
Everywhere recognised

u

of Part*, uilug
and Gears. Hake*

1 CURED FBUT

the
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.

1

1

vtsiar-rairtt

IT.

Particulars. Call ot

wrim

C.N.

to

ni for

lUaMraud

Olrealar.

oht DeRlen

or
wldthwimhU free

( No.

drees.

Dh. H. O- ROOT. 188 Peart Street. New York.

ITOtT

IN TONE.
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-nmonth.
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OVER
MENi?raiMoTo^lJK?a

Rvorv
vnanntsi.il naviniraltnaKyi-r^ vraAnata
eraduAte guaranteod
a paying titua-

A

Made and
Beat work

80,000

In nee. New Designs constantly.

and

lowest prices. •
for a Catalogue.

My- Send

The Richmond Pink

Prints

^

QUACKERY EXPOSED
any addraaa.

W.PitUTOX.iea WuhingtonSt. .Chicago.

BBfl PINE

MADE. II

you want

B0NB8T GOODS remember

this

uod BUT THKM.

Tho Crept

Nkw

Compact, Substantia), Economical and easily managed.
Guaranteedto work well and
give full power claimed. The
Kngine and boiler complete,
IncTudlug governor, pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low

Scod Condition.

in

York, May 24.— The lima to-dny

pablithM h

l«r|fe l»ody of reports upon the

price of
3 Horse Power

present condition of crons and promise of

4K
6*

the harvest throughout the United Stales.
Letters and dispatches come

New England

the

49-1 y

and one Territory. In

States, while miscellan-

“

...... $ 242.IH'

I ropectfnlly Itivltc tile attention of the citizens
Burned out by the late Fire we re-openedIn
new store just Completedat our old stand ou of Holland and vicinityto the now and htndsotnc
addition I have made to ray stock consisting of

*' .......moo

our

Simple, Bsautifui, Safe.
We

River Street,

the attention of the public, who arc, or
anticipateto bnlld, to our Stationary Knob 8hank
Mortice Lock.

Mortgage Sale.
Is hereby given that default has been

We

call

and received for record in the office of tho Register
Deeds cf Ottawa County, Michigan,on the
twenty-fifthday of February, A. D. 1874, at eight
of hay, and of butter, cheese, and stock o’clock In the forenoon and there recorded in lloer
than last year. In what are ordinarily number 3 of mortgageson psge 28. That Olive O.
Hubbard, formerly Olive O. Charles,and widow of
called the Middle States, Including New aald James Charles, deceaard, is now the holder
and owner of said mortgage, it having been turned
York, Pennsylvania,New Jersey, Dela- over to her by the Judge of Probate of Kent Counware, and Maryland, and embracing the ty, Michigan, under the provisions of chapter 158
of the Compiled Laws of tho Slate of Michigan
territorybetween the Allegbanleinod the of 1871, said James Charles leaving no children,
and the residue of his personalestate iuclnulng
Atlantic, and between New England and said mortgage,not exceedingthe sum of one thouVirginia, the crops are of a very varied sand dollars, as appears by the records,files and

inventories relatli.g to sala estate, in the office of
the cdreali, irhiny he inferred the said Judge of Probate. That ou said mortgage
and the note accompanying the same there Is
that wheat will be mort largely raised claimed to bo due for principa' and interest,at
than last year, corn somewhat more, and tbii date, the sum of two hundred and fifty-nine
dollarsand seventy-twocents, and also the sum of
other crops nearly the
fruit fifty dollars, the attorney fee provided for in said
in case of foreclosure. That no suit or
crops,
especiallythat of peaches, mortgage
proceeding at law or in equity has been Instituted
promises well, with some exceptions, and for the recovery of said debt or any portion thereof. That by virtue of the power ot sale in said
may be set down as everywhereat least up mortgagecontained and the statutein such case
made and provided said mortgage will be foreto tho average, and in some sections decidclosed by a sale of the laud describedtherein to
satUfy
wld mortgagedebt and interestthereon at
edly larger.
the rate of seven per cent, per annum, and said atIn the West and Northwest reports, as torney fee and costs of safe, at public auction or
to both corn and wheat, ere flattering. vendue to the highest bidder on Tuesday, the
As to wheat, no considerable falling off is Twenty-ninth day of July, A.D. 1879,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at the front door of
reported in any Slate except Kansas. Illi- the Circuit Court house in the City of Grand Haven,, in the County of Ottawa and State of Michinois promises an average crop; Ohio an gan, that being the place of holding the Circuit
increase to possibly 30,000,000 bushels; Court for said County. Said premises are described
in said mortgage as ail that certain piece or parcel
Michigan 31,000,000* larger than the last of land altnate,lying and being In Ottawa County
and State of Michigan and described as the southtwo years; Minnesota3,000,000 larger in- west quarter of tne northeastquarter of section
crease; Nebraska an increase of 80 per six (6), town seven i") north, of range fourteen (14)
west, containing forty (40) acres, be the same more
cent, and a probable total of 18,000,000; or less. Also all that portion of the north part of
southeastquarter of tho northeast quarter as
Iowa and Wisconsin as last year, and pro- the
may be contained within the limits described as
bably considerableincrease as to corn. follows: commencingat the northwestcorner of
the sooth Mt quarter of the northeast ocarter*f
All the States of the west promise an in- said section six ^8). thence east alon-f the north
crease with tho exception of Indiana, line of said southeastquarter of northeast
quarter to the Grand Haven or Fiver road; thence
where it has been abandoned to some ex- southeasterly along the center line of said road
twelve (li) rods; thence west parallel with the
tent lor wheat. In Ihe Southern States the north line of said southeastquarter of northeast quarter to the west line of said southeast quar-

Opposite the

CANT-HOOKS.

MISHAWAKA PLOWS,

encouraging. Cotton

reported as up

is

lo

North Carolina,
Tennessee and Arkansas, and as promisthe average in Georgia,

iaz an increase in Virginia,South Caro-

Alabama, Louisiana and Texas. In

lina,

Mississippialone a loss

An

increase in corn

is

The great Eng-TRADE MAP*.
Ilsh remedy, an
unrailtugcure for

>eminnl Weakness, Spermatorrhea, Impotency,
and all diseases
that follow,as a
sequence of Self-

Loss —
Takmg;rMema Cni;Afte Takingi

is

.

THE GRAY MEDICINE

a

is

ERRORS

a larger one in the

Carolina and Georgia. In wool and stock,
the staple products of Texas, there will be

!

'JP.TIS

Early Corn.
correspondent of Vick's Magazine

gives the following directions for brioying
corn to maturity early in the season, add-

ing that he picked corn inside of sixty
days from the time of planting:"Let the
conditionsof the

soil

and

the manure be

command, and aside
from the frequent weeding and hoeing,
and stirringthe ground thoroughly, thin

the best you can

the stalks to three or

four,

best if you would have

and

three is the

the largest ears

them. Pluqk out unmerci-

most of

fully every sucker

and non-bearing stalk—

that process alone will hasten your corn a

week
lieve

or ten days, as I have

from experiment.

come

to be-

added

I have

this

year atop dressing at the hill when the
corn was well up,

a

compost of one part

of plaster, two parts ashes, and

two parts
been a

tine manure, which I think has
great advantage.”

Those who wish early corn should not
only have for seed what is called “an
early kind,” but they should obtain it from
as for North as possible. Seed corn raised

A

e»c„

GATES

OF YOUTH.

B.

OGDEN,

42

cents in

and

money and

it

costs but

CXJBTZS,

1

a few minutes’ time to

For a peck

common

of corn take half a pint of

V)

Does a general Banking,Exchange, and Collection business. Collections made on all points in
the United States and Europe, Particular att*-n
tion paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers,
Remittances made on the dav of payment. All
business intrusted to me shall have prompt attention. Interest allowedou time deposits, subject

Mortgage

Macallister’s

COUGH MIXTURE,

tar;

put the tar into a

kettle,

pour in three quarts of boiling water.
Stir

it

for •

moment,

or until the tar

is

dissolved; then as quickly as possible pour
in the corn,

and

stir it rapidly until

every

kernel has got a black coat. Then turn

An

Extra Fine Remedy for

GOUGHS.
MACALISTER’S Cough

Mixtnre loosens the
phlegm,and acts like a charm In cases of

BMUd

mti

CMP,

Those who ore troubled with coughingat night,
ofl the water and throw in a shovelful of
can find immediate
land plaster or road-dust, and stir the mixNo family ought to be without It.
ture until all the kernels are separated and

relief.

covered with the plaster or dust Tbe Prepared only by
last addition is merely to prevent the corn
from sticking and enables one to drop It
readily. Some people are afraid tome
this plan, for fear the corn will be cooked

by the hot water so it will not sprout, but
you work rapidly there isn’t a bit cf
danger. The water cannot be too hot
when you begin. The corn will be a little
longer in coming up, hut. will come and
the crowa won't touch ii.— Manchester
if

Mirror. ?

*

,

'

V

.

’

Reetorea the Hair
and prevents
falling out.

it

from

Both these remedies are for sale at
Db. tfciiotJtKN’sDrag Store.

Street,

e-iyT-

ik

CO.,

DEALBR8 IN

Fmitia

Coils,

tag

Mines,

Etc,

RIVER STREET, HOLLAND MICH.

CO
LtO

Dll

NOTICE.

MEYER

fectly

Wnds. TUMORS, discharge*
mucus, and all diseases
of the RECTUM quickly and percured by a simple and soothing REMEDY.

or

all

BLOOD or

St.. N. Y.
i
to
1 -2(iw
Interest in or to all that certain piece or parcel of
land lying and being In the township of Olive.
County ufotiatfa and State of Michigan, known
and delcrib'-da? follows: commencing at the center of tho State Road on the section line running
east and west between section? thfge and ten (3
uiifl 10) in town six (6) north of range sixteen
west, thence west twelve (12) rods, thence north!
thirteen (13) rods, thence ea-t twelve (12) rods to
the center » f said State Road, thence south thirteen rods along the center of said State Road
to the place of beginning,the said parcel
of land being on the east half of tbe south-west
quarter of section three (3) In town six (ti) north, of
range sixteen Mil) west, that thu school district
number six of the townshipof Olive, in theConntv
Coffees,
Spices,
of Ottawa and State of Michigan, ha? designated,
dclenniucdand establishedin manner provided by
Toilet,
law ibe premises above described us a school house
site in and for said district;that in pursuance ot
etc., etc.
the statute In such case made and provided, a jury
will assemble at the office of William A. Willis, a
My 40 cent Tea is called A No. 1 for the price by
justice of the peace, in the said town«hlp of Olive,
expert judges. Fine Candies, Tobaccosand
on the 17th day of June, 1879, "t one
Cigars, Toys, Notions, Flower Pots, Hanging
o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of ascertaining and determiningthe just compensationto Baskets in great variety.

NEW STOCK

A

.

OF FRESIL^-

i

GROCERIES.
Teas,

sugars,

Laundry and
Soaps,

be made for tbe real estate required by said school
district for snch school house site, and the necessity ot using the same for such site, at which time
and place all persons claiming as aforesaid may appear and lake such further steps as they may be
Give me a trial and you will be pleased with
advised necessary in the premises.
goods and Prices.
Dated at Olivk, this 7tb day of May. 1879.

ALL CHEAP FOR CASH.
PETER ROOT.

WILLIAM W PHELPS,

River Street.

of School District No. six gf the township
of Olive,Ottawa County,
14 -5w

in described, at public auction, to the highest bidder, at the front door of the Court House, in the
city of Grand Haven, In said county of Ottawa, on

Monday, the Eleventh day of August

•I

**e*Kor

Michigan.

CMTSUMPTIOH CURED

!

CITY BOTTLING

WOE,KS.

The

undersigned, an old and retired physician,
having been permanently cured .of the" much
dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a simple
remedy, is anxious to make known to bis fellowsufferursthe means of enre. To all who desire it.
IS Eighth Street, Hoilul, Michigan,
he will send a copy of the prescription used. FREE
(UNDER
HOUSE.)
OF CHARGE, with directionsfor preparingand
using the same, which will be found a sure cute for
Consumption,Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma. NerOur celebrated Lager Beer is .bottled fresh at this
vousness,<fcc., <fr„ tfce, Addresswith stamp.—
establishment, and will be delivered to familiesfree
of charge at $1.2» per dozen'fullquart bottles,
DR. C. STEVENS, Brockvllle, Ont.
or 60 cents per # dozen.

k

GERMANIA

Farm

for Sale.
spleudid clny

I will sell eighty acres of

next, at one o’clock in the afternoon of that day:
which said premises are describedin said mort- soil, six miles from this city. Near church
gage as follows: All that certain piece or parcel of and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
land situated in Ottawa Connty and State of Mich
of this land is partially improved. Also

igao and described as the west eighteen and
40 acres of unimproved land in the
50-100 acre? off of the north-east quarter of the
north west quarter of sestlon twenty-five in town- ship «»f Fillmore. Inquire of
ship six, north of range thirteen west, also a piece
M. D.
of land In said county commencing In the center
of the Jennison road at the north-west corner of
Hiram Andriee’ land running thence sontfe fifty
rods In a strip two rods wide, thence east a strip
three rods wide and twenty rods long, thence south
a strip of land two rods node and fifty rods long to
land owned by Jan Boe, said land beiM on the
east half of the south-west quarter of section
twenty-four, In totn^hlp six north, of range tfclr
teen wefct; containing one acre and seventy-six
iod» of land aecordjnj to the govaromont aanrey ,

Come and try Samples

at

the Bar.

Town-

E. F.

Holland, Mich.,

SUTTON.

Brewer.

April 17tb, 1979.

42-tf
HOWARD.
1879. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1879-

Dated,

^

10-1 y

Millinery and Fancy Goods.

^

Gfo-ITHc

Mortgage.

lesion*. 14-18w

MEAT MARKET
w TUB —
FIRST WARD.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Kuching',

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Adi

Hosiery, Gloves, Fans, Parasols, Shawls, Sacques,

1

Circulars,

Dolmans,

Th# aaderfiguodannbnncesto thePobllc that

to its Original Color,

Eicth

H.

is

Chicago, III.

HAnHtENEWER

LEE’S

SOLD BY

hereby given to all persons claiming For information, address
DR. J. FABER & CO., « Ann
be owners of orto have any right, title or

9-ly

coat all the seed that any farmer uses.

New York.

rpiIE followingdescribedLots in

BANKER,
VTOTICE
HOLLAND, - - MCIHIGAN. v

I'VE FAULT having been made in the con1,/ ditionsofa certain mortgage, bearing date
the29th day of May, A. I). 1872, executed by Galen to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
EaHtman. of the Citv of Grand Haven, Ottawa sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe
County,and State of Michigan, to Walter Wright, sold at my office.
JACOB VAN PUTTEN.
of tbe City of Chicago, County of Cook, and State
of Illinois, acd recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds, for the County of Ottawa, in tbe
State of Michigan, on the firstday of June. A. I).
Sale.
1872, in Liber X of mortgages, on" page 402, which
said mortgagewas for a valuable consideration, YITTIEREAU default has been m tde in the payVV monf of tbe money secured by a mortgage,
duly assigned by Thomas Lyman and Lewis D.
W coster,executors of the estateof the said Wal- dated thu tSlb day of Slay. A. D. 1871. executedby
Roelof A. SChoiiteu and Oljsberije Schouten, bis
ter Wright, deceased, to Oliver A. Whitney,on tbe
eighteenth day of February, A. D. 1879, which said wife, of the townshipof Zeeland, Ottawa comity.
assignmentwas duly recorded in the said office of Michigan,to Huibert Keppcl. of Zeeland,aforeKeginer of Deeds for said County of Ottawa, on said, which said mortgage was recorded in the
the 19th day ot February, 1879. in Liber 13 of office of th*: Register of Deeds of the Comity of
Mortgages, on page HU, by the non-payment of UttavraandState of Michigar. In Liber X of mortmoney dno thereon as provided by the terms of tbe gages, on page 93, on the 19th day of August, A. D.
same, and on which mortgage there Is claimed to 1871, at one o'clock,p. m., and whereas, the said
be due at tbe date of this notice,tbe sum of four mortgagehas been duly assigned by the said Huihundred and fifty-two dollars,(3452) with interest bert Koppet to Jan Bos. by assignment,bearing
thereon, at the rate of ten per cent, date the 18th day of February. A. D. 1878. and re
per annum from this date, together with corded in the office of the Register of Deeds of the
an attorney fee of ten dollars,therein provided, said county of Ottawa, on the twenty-third day of
and no suit or proceeding at law having been in- February, A. D. 1878, at 8 o’clock in the forenoon
stitutedto tecover the amount now remaining se- of said dav, irt Liber No. 4, of mortgages, on page
cured by said mortgageor any part thereof,mio, 366, and the earns Is now owned by him; and
t/ierefi/re,
by virtue of the power of sale contained whereas the amount now' claimed to be due on
in said mortgage, and the statute in such cases said mortgage* M the date of this notice is the sum
made and provided, notice is hereby given that on of one hundred and sixty five dollirsand seventyeight cents, principal and interest,and the further
Tuesday, the 1st day of July, 1879, sum of twenty-fivedollars as an attorney fee, stipat 1 o’clock in -the sftemoon of that day, at the ulated for in said mortgage, and which is the
frontdoor of the Court House, in the City of Grand whole amount claimed ‘one due and unpaid on
Haven, County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, said mortgage, and no uR or proceeding having
(that being the place where the CircuitCourt for tne
been Institutedat law to recover the debt now reCot|nty of Ottawa is holden), there will be sold at
maining secured by said ra »rtgage,or au v part
public vendue,to the highest bidder, the lands and thereof, whereby the power of sale contained in
premises situate in the County of Ottawa and Slate said mortgage has become operative;Now thereof Michigan,describedin said mortgage,or so fore notice is hereby given, that by virtue of the
much thereof as may be noceisaryto satisfy the "power of sale and in pursuanceof the statute in
amount due on said mortgage as above specified, such case made and provided, the said mortgage
with interestthereon at ten per cent., and all legal will be foreclosed by a sale of the premises there-

a few

Cedar St.,

the City of
Holland. 1 will sell at the following prices.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block G, West Addition $175
each: Lot 13. Block 8. Lot 6, Block 11, South West
Addition 3175 each. Lots I. 2, 3. 1. 5 & 6 in Block
25. as organized pint near the M. L. S. depot at
$•<25 each, except Lots 1 A 2 which are $300 each.
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
tbe following Lots 10. It, 12, 13, and 14, in Block
E. Lots 2, 4, 5 and > in Block II. The above will
be sold oulong credit and small payments down.

hua&jatiP OpdenstartiiIT.?.

will not pull up corn which is
tar,

10-6m

FOR SALE,

in

given in an extra of
Hie luroint M*wvrter,
Send lor a Copy.

costs,together with an attorney fee of ten dollars,
as provided for therein ; said premises being described as follows, to-wit: The northwest fracperfection one, two or three weeks earlier
tional quarter, also the east half of the southwest
than that ripened ou the spot. The rea- quarter of section twenty-nine (29), in township
eight (8). north of range sixteen (18) west, containson is tjiat the seed raised in the North ing 23665-100 acres, more or less, according to Govhas adapted itselfto a short season. This ernment survey;exceptingthe northeastquarter
of tho southwestquarterof said section, heretois true in a measure, of all seeds.
fore released from said mortgage by the original
mortgagee, and will not be sold.
Gran.. Haven, March 18. 1879,
Bitter then Scarecrows.
OLIVER A. WHITNEY, Assignee of Mortgage.
Lowing A Cross. AUomejt for Ateiqnee. 8 I3w

Crows

G. J. Tk VAAUWERK.
Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

TURBINE!
price.

in Canada and taken South will come to

covered with

Call and see the stock, no
trouble to show goods.

CO.,

At a ret-ttiii giiTO
Ij-.OO pur cunt*
A lull Ueftcription,

MORTGAGE SALE.

* This must be an error.

A

f

HARD PAN PRICES.

At

who suffered for years from
Nervous DEBILITY, PREMATURE DECAY

JOHN

Large sample package sent free on receipt of 15
cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wniitcl.
Address J, p. Mountain, ogdeurburg,N. Y.

decided increase.

a

& SONS.

fl

Lo:i of AppeUte.

—

and most beautiful.

Apply to,
M.D. HOWARD.

M

North. Rice promises

poorly in Louisiana, and well In South

latest styles — the safest

A GEBTLEMAN

BANKING.

Szr*-®\
J

Chandeliers— the

l-26w

a fulling off, and

perfcptible but not

o

l-28w*

ter ol northeastquarter;thence north along

large increase indicated in the South, and

if

17, il879.

in South Carolina and Georgia, when*,
In tobacco there

and

and nil the effects of youthful indiscretion,will lor
the sake of suffering humanity, send tree to all
No. to Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich.
who need it. the recipe and directions for m tking
Sold in Holland and elsewhere by all whole- the simple remedy bv which he w*s cured. Suffersale and retail druggists.
ers wishingto profit by the advertiser'sexperience
8-ly
can do so by addressing in perfectconfidence.

said west line to the place of beginning, being two
acres more or less, according to the United States
survey— togetherwith the tenements,heredita
meats and appurtenancesthereuntobelonging or
in any wise appertaining or thereuponsituated.
Dat .d, April glib, A. D. 1879.
OLIVE O. HUBBARD,
holder and owner of said mortgage.
Ci.ark II. Gleason.
Attorney for owner of Mortgage.12-13w

fs expected.

any-

it

No Trouble.

Lamps and

u

The advertiser,having been permanently cured
of that dread disease, Consumption, by a simple
remedy,is anxiousto make known to his fellowsufferersthe means of enre. To all who desire it,
he will send a copy of tho prescription used, (free
of charge.) with the directions for preparingand
using tne same, which thev will nnd a sure cure
for Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Ac.
Parties wishing the prescription, will please
address,
E. A. WILSON, 191 Penn St..
Williamsburg!), N.Y.

anticipated in all

however, an average crop

.

GLASSWARE.

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

Pain In the Back, Dimness of Vision. Premature
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In
sanity or Consumption, and a PrematureGrave.
JjF^Full particularsin our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mall to every one. t#1 The
SpecificMedicineis sold by all druggists at $1 per
package, or six packages for §5. or will be sent free
by mall on receipt of The monev bv addressing,

the Southern States, except Arkansas and
Missouri, where there

CROCKERY

'

Abuse; as

T

I have also put on the shelves a large and complete stock of the fine and popular kinds di

of charge, cud

VAN PUTTEN

Holland, Aug.

C. MELI8.

TRADE MARK.

More

delivery free

G.

WM.

Gray’s Specific Medicine.

to be anticipated.

is

upon.

A prompt
be relied

Prices.

29-ly

way!

ARE LOW.

(PRICES

E

S

Come and look at

for yourself, no

see

OLE

H

1

trouble to show goods.

THE NEWEST, STRONGEST,
AND BEST.

and

have made such arrangements that I can
PIECE, PART OF A SET, or

by the

W

Crockery,
Flour & Feed.

Post-Oflloe.

Combination Metal. Chilled Iron and
Steel Mould Board Plows, at Bottom

I

G roperies,

CANT-HOOES! Come and

same. The

us in some other sections,but reports are

And

sell It

Etc., Etc.

nature.

prospects arc not so strikingly improved

CHINA WARE,

i

REMEMBER THE PLAGE,

more of

o-EisnJxrisriE

have Jnst received a largo now stock of

Dry Goods,
I Hats & Japs,

1 1 made In the conditions of a certain mortgage
eous cereal products and fruit promise made
and exeented by Ira A. Livingston and Come and examine. We will cheerfully
well, the grass crop, with its attendant Thomas Knowles of Ottawa County, Michigan, of
show tbe goods and explain their
the first part, lo James Charlca, late of Kent Counproducts of the dairy, has decidedly in- ty, Michigan,now deceased, of the second part,
operation.
creased. It appears that New England bearing date the sixteenth day of July, A. 0. 1873,

will contribute at least 10 per cent or

HOLLAND.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

Springfield,Ohio.

VTOTICE

HEM!! Something New
'-'“I JM—'— -

G.

•* .......348.50
JAMES LEFFEL & CO.,

from about

100 place-*,covering more then 1,000 points
in thirty’fourStates

•*

HEW

LOCKS! LOCKS!
NEW LOCKS!

MWAIM5INE,

lanncrs’ Column.

» •

they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customers with all kinds
of Meat? and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them vrith part of their
trade.

The stand is o'ne door west of G. J. Haverkgte*
Son’s Hardware Store.

W. BUTKAT7,

Holland Mich.

J.

Holland. July 14, 1878.

VAN ZOEREN.

And

a foil line of

SILK
I.

&

A3ST3D CH/AIFE.

S. VAN
STREET - -

DEN BERGE,
-

HOLLAND, MICH

A

